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AN ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS OF T~an Thi Thanh-Tan presented 
May 27, 1970. 
Title: A Proposed Guidance Program for Vietnamese High Schools 
APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF THE THES 
rrett E. IiumJa 
The writer has proposed a practical guidance program for 
Vietnamese high schools. The study haa been written while education 
in Vietnam is in a period of revolution. Radical changes have been 
undertaken to keep up the national demand for progress and economical 
self-independence. The need for guidance services in high schools is 
necessary to promote learning toward better achievement and more 
logical training of manpower and social adjustment. 
The traditional Vietnamese school, influenced by thousands years 
of Confucian concepts and hundred years of French culture, has been 
2 
ineffective in providing competent scientific and teclm1eal. personnel, 
despite a world movtna toward rapid changes in induatry and ecoaom1ca. 
Under theae eouditio118, the Vietuames8 student encounters a puzzling 
challenge; he i. unable to adequately ...... his individual ability 
and emotional problema. ConditioDed to memorization, the Vietname.e 
.tudent is 1.II18ble to thiDk for h1.mae1f in order to find an adequate 
solution for his ow difficulti... The contact of the real world of 
technique I18kes him feel lost and unable to choose the right way to 
learn, this sUSg..ta a vital need for someone to guide him throvah the 
maze of education. 
The writer baa tried to ..sist the VietnaJlle.e student in high 
sc:hool throup the develop1ll8D.t of a guidanc:e proar- which provides 
for the student, opporttmities to explore and to discover who he is and 
what he could do beat. The student in this program will have available 
a counselor to whom he can turn for advice and 88aistance in developing 
a future program. Self-understanding will be emphasized which, hope­
fully, will lead. him to self-acceptance, better achievement, and 
preparation for entry into a frustrated SOCiety and the world of work. 
In this study, differeneea in culture, social structure, local 
conditions and effects of the war have been analyzed, interpreted and 
brought into discuasion. Different guidance services to bpleaent the 
main objectives have been proposed with enlightened perspectives. The 
role of the future counselor baa beeu well-defined for clear-cut 
uo.derstandina. Bis knowledge, ability, and capability to deal with 
youth proble. as well ... hla respona1bilities have been recOIB8nc1ed. 
3 
His relationships with other suidance personnel and community have 
been clearly limited. 
The proposed guidance program in this study will certainly have 
to be complete by further suggestions and recommendations. 
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CBAPTEB. I 
J.NTRODUCTION 
The Republic of Vietnam haa lona been the focu of foreign 
observers for its frontle.s battle fields. From the top point of 
Camau to the delilDitari.ed zone of BeDhat, from the Rut Cout to 
the We.t boWldary with Laos and Cabodta, from the small hamlet en­
circled by a bamboo hedae to the overcrowded capital of Baison, the 
sporNlic storms of the war have been turinl off what va built 
centuries aao. As never kDovD. before in its history, Vietnam ironi­
cally has been the staae for ideological and technical axpertmantation 
of conflictina powers. laaenee are aufferings, 10.... , deatruction 
and disturbances. Nowhere is secure 8Ild threat of death is eve~here. 
It baa beeD. miraculous that life continues on this tiny land 
after three decades of .heUing, bo'lllbiug and killiua. Life not only 
refuse. to be extinguished, but struwea for .urvival and recon­
.truction for progress have been promoted right behind the seene of 
fightina. That occurs because the population does not cease to edit 
and to grow. Different social activities then continue to deploy 
effort and couraae in maintaining the national heritage from total 
destruction. 
In the field of education, so_ attention has been paid to 
buildtna clusrooM, trainins teachers and i'llproYins curriculum in 
order to keep up the conatant pressure of the increasins scholar 
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population. However, confined in its traditional shells of cueto. 
and beliefs, the Vietnamese education system baa been stationary 
and hasitate. to tmdertata radical chaD... for _dernisation. The 
present day-to-day student has baen ignOring that he 1s a human 
being worthwhile of IIOre consideration ad that new hori80D8 of a 
future life could b. reached within bis arm.. 
Th. present study propo.es a prolr_ for practical application 
of the principles of auidance in Vietrla... hiah schools. 
Th. auidanca concept has been introduced to Vietnam since 19S9 
ad a Guidance aud COUDaelioa proar_ has b.en apen.-ntad with at 
the Thu Duc DaolWtration School in VietDalll. Tentative pleu have 
been made to lenerali.e application of the program in all the future 
COIIprehenaive schools. These are tralWformed from the clusical 
curriculua schools. 
Th1a stwly will furnish _terials not only for the newly-born 
comprehensive schools but also for all Vi.tnameae traditional schools 
which for one or another, are not ready to periona the D.W curriculum 
designed for thea. 
Included in this study are: 
1. 	 A brief review of the background of the traditional 
philosophy of education. 
2. 	 An analysis of the present situation which Vietna..s. 
high school .tudents have be. provicled for luming_ 
3. 	 A proposal of auidance pl'ogr_ in high .chool with 
emphasis on the role of the future COUDaelor in the 
3 
fr... of a soclety in course of developMnt and 1n 
which trad1tlonal concepts of llfe should be taken lnto 
acCOUllt. 
4. 	 l.eco_o.dauona and 1mplaentatlona for realll1na the 
proara 1D. condlt1ou offered by the colBUD1ty. 
The sources used In this study have been collected accord1D.& to 
thelr degree of accuracy, valldlty and up-to-date and then analysed, 
interpreted, and referred throughout the study. 
Thls study baa been restrlcted in lts PUJPos" by the lack of 
available ..tetlaa on the progr..s of the present educatlonal systea 
in Vletna and the 1porance of develop1n& psychologlcal favor 8JIOD.1 
parents for such a prolram at the Thu Due DeIIonatratlon School. 
CHAPTER II 
PHILOSOPHf or EDUCATION IN VIITlWl 
Education in VietRall haa long been criticized, di.cuesed, 
analyzed, and revised. for uny yea1'8 without any sip1.ficant chaD&e 
1D its fundamental atructurea. racing an 1Dcreuina need for high 
ability 'UDpower for national d...loplleD.t, the present educational 
8yat_ of VietDaa ia 1:0. coutant cri8te. Under the pr..aure of the 
var, education has received for years a lov-nation&l priority. Only 
five percent of the national budaet baa been allocated to education. l 
A8 a result, p."ui.. chaos has b.en fOUDd in priBlary and secondary 
education. Prom the countryside to the capital, YOUllgsters of ele­
meutary and secondary school age receiva far le.. than a DlDdem 
education. Clus size often exceeds the govern.nt·s offie1al li1l1t 
of SO pup1la althouab only 70 percent of the .l_ntary school age 
and 17 percent of the secondary achool a88 youngsters are registered. 
1D schools. 2 
Poor equipment ia another problem of the education criais. With 
the aid. of foreian governments, 1II1l110D.IJ of textbooks have been 
printed to provide every elementary school pupil a complete set of 
modem texts, but for a curriculum utabl1ahed. auy decad•• 880. Th. 
l"Schoola in Vieta.am.," Newaveek, (August 28, 1967) 5S. 
2Ibid.. 
.hortage of building. in SailOn and other cities plac.. many school. 
on four-hour .hifts and thu a number of .ubjects are cut clown. The 
weak..t part of the educational sy.tea in Vietnam i. the lack of 
tlr&ined teachera. Forty percent of the el.-ntary teachers have had 
DO fonal training. Many have completed DO more than the fifth or 
the .txth grade. 3 
The present elementary and secondary curricul\DII, carried out at 
nationwide .cale, was de.igned by the National Mini.try of Education 
yeara ego and emphasized academic and theoretical performance rather 
thaD techDical and vocational training. Thoua&Dds of high school 
graduat.. are not ...ured of ftnd1ng jobs even though unproductive 
ioverD:ll8nt job. are available each year. The vast majority of 
Vietnamese are enaagad in agriculture but this i. DOt reflected in the 
curriculum.. Tbe rural people who would profit froa vocational rather 
than academic training never receive it. 
Opportunitie. in industry and the prof88sions are al.o restricted 
by the poor technical vocabulary in the VietHUse language. french 
has been the laDgua.ed used in technical aDd .cientific training. 
Accord1n& to Jack. M. latt4, in certain faculties at the University of 
8ailOn, a few .ubjects are taught in Vietname.e. However, VietnaM.e 
18 used only in the preparatory y.ar, after which the .tudent DlWIt use 
French. Every aubject in the _th....tics and phy.iea cours.. 18 
tauabt 1D. French, even in the fir.t year. 10. the techo.1cal colleau, 
3Ibid. 
4"Tbe Lan&uaae Dil.... in Vietaa..e Education,lI Journal HipI' 
Education, XDX (May 1969) 388. 
x 
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and in the Animal Husbandry School, the French lanpage atill plays 
the 40lllinant role. 
The main reason for uains foreign J.anaua&e in higher education 
is that Vietnamese teachers trained in a foreign language haft foUDd 
it ..sier to teach in that language than in thair mother tonpe, and 
80 percent of the textbooks in use are written in foreign languagea.S 
Although Vietnamese is capable of expreSSing accurately specialized 
and technical vocabularies by incorporating and converting them to a 
phonetic trauacription in Vietnamese, many university professora are 
against any change for the development of the required technical 
vocabulary in national language. 
The Vietnameae from lower schools. who. for lack of language 
fluency. often fail to complete their university studies. have 
aupported a movement to .aka Vietnamese the language for all 18ve18 
of education and popular preaaure for chanaea in the educational 
syatea has uraed the govemaent to britta an adequate aolution to the 
present dramatic criais in education. 
ADother important challenge that atudents in high school are 
in great embarraaa1l8nt over ia the choice of aubjecta when entering 
the tenth grade of the senior proar... They have no guidance service 
to help thea make a de.irable deciaion to follow one of the four 
poaBible curriculum tracka: Sciences. Matbe_tics. Poreign Language 
and claaaical lanauasu. All four of the approved curriculum tracks 
are aimed to prepare the succeasful student for admi8aion to the 
university. yet 86 out of 100 fail every year in attempting to aecure 
'Ibid., p. 389. 
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a baccalaureate II degree (bi8h school graduation). What happens to 
the lar8e percentase of students who fail to complete the senior high 
school program! Uufortunately without this _sree they are not 
accepted for any of the more desirable jobs. 
Vietnaa could profit the moat by enrich:I.D.a its own culture 
throUSh selecting and :l.D.tegrating the most brilliant and adequate 
features of both Baatem and Western educational .y.t.... 'lo me, 
introducing guidance au.d cOUlUleling into VietnaMse high schools miaht 
be a way out of the pre.at cri.is. It i. a DtIW field the AlBericau. 
.chool. have had long expertence with au.d a &reat deal of its effective­
nes. bas long been d..onatrated. Will the priDeipl.. of guidau.ce and 
counseling be applicable to the present situation :I.D. Vietnaaf The 
Vietnamese scholar. would show considerable opposition to it as they 
have been used to being skeptical about proposed aolutious influenced 
by foreign cultures. But a deeper exud.D&tion of the matter ba.ed on 
facts and clear-cut result. m:l.ght per.u.acie thea to give favorable 
consideration au.d to approve for adoption guidance programs in 
Vietnamese hiah schools. 
/
I. TlW)ITIOHAL CONCBP'l or EDUCATION <. 
Before undertaking the discussion of an adequate guidance program 
in this brief study, it i. neces.ary to look. back to the hi.tory of 
education in VietIUUI. Eatablish1ng a new concept of education needs to 
be bued on the utabl:l..hed philosophy and to be cona1atent with it. 
The psriod of Chine.e dom1.nation waa interrupted many timas by 
8 
by .everal. such insurrections for independence. In general. the 
ChiDe.e doa1nation was the long night of Vietnam's history--a ni8ht of 
ten centuries loug. "during which Chine.e civilizatiou bec_ deeply 
rooted in the country. ,,6 
The influence of ChiDese c1vilization haa maintained a 8trong 
influence over the Vietn...e culture from tha tenth century to the 
present. Thi. influence ba. loug been an ob.tacle to progress by 
a.phasistaa litarature and high social ranking over technical and 
practical activities. The scholars who went to .chool for years were 
likely to seek for respect and po.ition in .ociaty. They couidered 
laborers as dupis.d, lonr, and serv:lle c1ti.eu. 
'lh1a ruh to high social ranka and ua.popular attitudes toward 
the pauantry class has derived fro. Confuc1all1.aa which la-ve highe.t 
place to the .cholar 111. .ociety. The a1aa of education were dictated 
by the political and .ocial structure. The 1Daediate purpose of 
formal traiR1na was to prepare YOUD, sen for the axs.1nations through 
which they aight autar the maDdar1Rate and open doors to priv:lle.as. 
Confucian scholars were .upposed to be motivated by cultivation of 
hiah aoral character, eepec1ally an appreciation of the wisdom of tha 
ancient ..... of China and of ConfuciaD. principia. 
The progr.. of study centered ou the Confucian clas.ics. So. 
COUTsa. on Chinue hi.tory, Vietnaaae hi.tory. ancient poetry and 
military tactic. were also taught. The lanpage of 1n8truction was 
6vietDame•• B.aalit1e., Saigon: M1n1.atry of Foreigo. Affair., 

(1967), 49. 
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written in Ch1neae. 7 
J'ontal train:fng cuhdnated in a series of rilorous cOllpetitive 
.umnationa. In the systea which prevailed in the late eiahteenth 
and _rly nineteenth centuri.. , candidates for scholarly rank were 
uam:lnated first in the province.; thea if succ..sful, ill the capital 
at Hue; and finally at the highest l.vel, in the Imperial 'alace. 
"The.e .x....nati0118 took place every three y.an. Succe.sful 
candidate., deperuttna on which of the esmnationa they p..sed. 
heCUIB low- and lliddle- and. high-ranldna government official•• ,,8 
The Confucian concept of "Quan, Su, Phu" or llkina. T_cur, 
'ather" which placed the teacher riFt after the kina and before 
the father, haa long be.n tauaht to .tudents who used to over-reepect 
tMchers to the point that they rarely contradicted thea if they 
wanted to succeed. 
This concept depriYU the students in modern schoola of the 
skilla of criticiaa Alul the ability to formulate an edequate juda-
MIlt. lie is likely to accept .. true whatever the teacher tells him 
in the clas.room. Bill Bainee, ...ociate prof...or of education in 
VietaD, recently confix-d, ''Vietnaaee have lonl been tauaht to 
re.pect and honor their teacher and they vera too polite to .ay any­
thing even mildly critical of him. ,,9 
7Barria, Gao p. L., et al., Area Haa4book for V1etDall. 
(Waah1ngton, D.C.: .s. GoftruaIeo.t Printilll Office, September 1962) 116. 
Country," ~O~hi~o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
8Ibid. 
9R.aine., 
(January-June 
10 
The same factor influences the teacher'a view of hia clasaroaa: 
It atrengthens the teacher'a eso to be considered 
a fount of wiedom who speaks thet which atudenta auat 
write and repeat by rote. In his own little ephere. 
he. too. is a ruler. A change in the method of teach­
1Dg to more active partiCipation on the part of the 
student. eucouraaing the studellt to come up with oew 
id... , evan id... that cmtrad1ct the teacher'a, 
threatena thia .ecur1ty. 
Another consequence of the Confucian 1nfluence over Vietnaeae 
educat10n of toclay ia that atudents cont1nue to chooae car.era .. 
pY8rDM1lt offic1ala who hold both adm1n1atrati". and judicial powen 
over fa1:1l8r8, artuana, 1I1.litary and buaineaa _11. They at11l envy 
ma.'bers of the powerful claaa which hu long been enjoy1na preati.e 
aDd consideration. Th1a m1aconce,t l.ada students to the neglect of 
tecJmical leaming of practical skUla in a modem aoc1ety_ They 
would prafer b.ing a aovemm.ent off1cial nth a low salary rather than 
being a ak111fulllOrker who could earn aueb 1101'8 money. 
The leamed 11811 has DOt been a worker. 
The Scholar could not engage in manual. labor, and 
1t w.. beneath his d1p1ty to show a student how to 
do aometh1q. Be would, however. prasent an elaborate 
explaat10n on how eo_thing should be done. Conee­
quantly educational programs 1n the polytechD1c arta 
ad acienc.. have flv.r developed along rith progr81lll 
in the hu.aa1t1e•• 
10Bducation V1eUa-a P!\OP!sa1a for Ileorl!!!1aatiOD, (WisCODaiu. 
8tate University: 8t..,ena Point Study r.... AID, 1967) 135. 
llttuaeracb1l1dt. Del. B.. "A Word From Vietnaa." JoUJ:D&l of 
IDcIuatr1&1 Arto Ed.ucat1on. u:.v1i (.luaut 1968) 3S. 
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II. 1'UNCH-INJ'LUENCBD CONCEPT or EDUCATION 
Western leaming, introduced in Viet_ by French rulera in the 
nineteenth century. had been developing rapidly .. traditional 
education faded out. The French education led to the almoat complete 
deatruction of the mandariD ayatem (organisation, examinations, etc.). 
The new French ayat_ centered around a amall IIGallici.ed elite" that 
was out of touch with the people. The deterioration vas sucll that, on 
the ave of World War II, there vere IIOre prla01l8 in Vietnaa than 
achoola. 
The French aystea, impoaed by the colonial govarameut, focused 
on the tra1D.1ng of a patricted nUilber of clerke, interpretera, and 
II1D.or offic1ala to aene in the lower rauk.s of the colonial admin'ia­
t1.'ation. All clua.. were taught in French even at first Irede level. 
ID. 1911 the ITench authoritiea decided to aet up a formal French 
education for the whole country, providing a unitol'll curricula to all 
achooltl. At the end of each cycle of studies. highly aelective 
ex-fnatiODll conatituted a "barrage" for IJ:h_ averag_ atudent. 
ll81118ntary education, which cOftred a ....n-y..r period for 
children aged aix to 12, was .ubdlv1ded into three and four year cycle., 
the first lea4lng to a certificate of elementary studi.. aDd th_ second 
to a certificate of pJ.'imary studie.. Secondary eciucation wu liwn 
in th_ lyc... and coll_... in the citiea. This ,ro.r.. included a 
tour-year hiper ,n.ary cycle, leading to a diplOll& of higher primary 
studies, and a secondary cycle of two yeara (after 1927. three yeara) 
which ended in an ."..sution for the baccalaureate.12 
l2Barria• George L., et al., 115. 
12 
The UniveDsity of Hanoi, the oldest university in Vietnam 
eatabl1shed in 1917, was aimed to train high-level administrative 
clerks. Later in 1930, by social demands, this university 1n1tiated 
schools of medicine and pbamacy II pedagogy II fine arta. agriculture aDd 
c.o.erce. The teaching staff of the university was entirely French. ll 
The inadequate Prench education contributed to the deficit of 
qualified technicians necessary for an underdeveloped country after 
World War II. The whole educational structure. designed by French 
colonists, aimed to meet the needs for adm1D1atrative personnel and 
to prevent political opposition rather than to provide an adequate 
practical education to the Vietnamese youth. 
Today, after recoverina national independence followina nearly 
a centU1"}' of strugle agaiD8t Prench rulers, Vietnam baa found great 
difficulty in buildiraa a IIOdem socio-ecoD01d.c structure, villW'ina the 
shol'taa. of technicians in aU fields. The influence of the French 
ec:1ucational .ystem still affected the Vietnamese schoola,;after the 
Geneva Aareementa ill 1954. The most presaiaa problem was that 
Vietnaaeee students at the university level had been discouraged by 
the use of French languaae in technical and scientific fields, and 
by the lack of Vietnamese tutbooka in all branches of etudy_ Hany 
parents still believed in the efficiency of the French systa and 
forced their children to choos. 'ranch .. a p1'1ll&ry foraip lanpaae 
in high school. 
l3Ibid. 
13 
The ued for technical and scientific lanpaae i. not the 
only d1eadvantage of the educational &y.t.... Other aap. to fulfill 
the obj.cti.... to deYe10p technical and vocational e4ucatiOll are the 
lack of aood vocational t~chuical teacheR 1D. junior profe••ional 
.chool. OIl one hand and an eff.ctive vocational pidanC8 .erric. 1D. 
resular high schools OIl the othar. Teachers in a few vocational high 
school. 1D. Sailon need to be traiaed 1D. teachina techn1quu and llain­
tain and update their .kill. aDd knowle.._. By their poor quality of 
1D.atruction, studtmta are uaable to th1Dk creatiftly and they leam 
by rote ...ory or do project. de.ianed or .elected by instructors. 
Th..e .tudenta cntiaue to manipulate W.rior quality equip..nt and 
tools which have DO r ....lanc. and relatiOll8hip to modem apparatus 
co_ly .e... ia 1D.duatry. 
Thea. conditiona ••• to di.couJ:8se the YOUD88tera 1D. hip 
.chools from chooailll vocational eareers. In a country that is rapidly 
chang1D.1 fro. an agricultural society to an iadustrial one, tecbD1cal 
and 'Wcational skills become highly d.sirable, but the high .chool 
curricul_ doe. not provide any guide toward that direction. There­
for., a guidance ••rvice for vocational occupation in high school is 
vital to eatch up the national n.ed for techniciana. 
111. NEW CONCB.PT OF EDUCATION 
If the Confucian philosophy can be blamed for its outmoded 
cultivation of h1ah 1IOral character to lI&1D.tain the political .tability 
of the feudal structure of the eociety, neither 1. the narrovwmillded 
14 
concept of education brought in by French colonists appropriate for a 
YOUDI nation in constant development after many decades of stagnation. 
After 1954, the date of political independence, the need for a 
new philosophy of education came into the mind not only of the au­
thorities bearing respou1b1l1ty in the field, but a180 of every one 
who concemad himself with the future of the country. A new system of 
education haa emeqed. from the polltical chaos and the confusion of the 
war. In spite of several reforms to adapt to changes in the political 
situation, the system cannot yet be called successfuU. 
A rigid curriculUli d..ianed a long time alo, severe shortages 
of elementary and secondary school teachers, lack of adequate textbooks 
and instructional materials, crowded classroou, highly centralized 
control, and over all, a modest budlet for an ambitious prolr.. have 
contributed to minimize the desired results. Moreavar, the growing 
school population, the continuous upheaval of the war in the country­
side, and deleneratiD.!-~!!!_~~..~.~,!~i~!!!!!",,2u~..E.~~.. ,~,~-!!~~~_~f 
education in~~_?:.!l~~~~!8e. ~~...•~~Il~.hall.~d.e g~~~~,~~.!,~~ 
~,.J.t.g.,~!!P,_~R_~b..lb.!__~~aY.."!!4~'!!~"!.~~'~~~'~'~!'"~~ 
for proAless. The common people often doubted the effectiveness of 
the present education and wondered whether it would be 1IOre 'Valuable 
to bring a radically new concept into it. 
Boang-Gia-LiDh has expressed his anxiety on the present 
national syatell of education by thue words: 
1.5 
In the preeent conjuncture, can we say with 
Jolm Dewey that education must have an autonoDlOus 
status aruI that !lit could not be detel'll1ned by 
social and poUtical detaanda uteftal to it"" Or 
shall we aar.e to so_ extent with BeS.l' a theory 
of the stat. and of the duti.s of individuals and 
lead our education toward tra1n1n8 the adolescent: to 
UDderatand that "his society and h1a state imply a 
larser whole, one that li.. cloaer to the real1ties ll 
and that he ahould "reDOUD.ce hiuelf. learn obedience 
and aervice to the social whole, and learn reverence 
for ita spiritual achie...D*J.ts...,14 
Many facts lead to the conclusion that in the cue of VietDala 
education C8.DD0t be set apart froa the national struSlle for survival, 
and theories of education should be adapted to the present tragic 
situation. racing a constantly thraatea1ng fore1&D ideology aDd a 
total degen.ration, education 1IIU8t deal with the national;'policy to 
aCCODllDdate lIIlDy upecta of the war, and contribute to a lana­
raged P'UM:JDI for a post-war reconatruction and progress. LiDh 
wrote: 
A phUoaophy of education approprtata to the 
pruant ueeds of Vietnaa, remaiu to be def1l1ed 
in clear tena with a apecial amphaa1a on the 
preparat1oD. of the adoleacent for dti_ubip. 
It should give priority to certain objeetivea 
which appear to b. DIOst ur,ent l for example, 
education for public purposes ap1D8t education 
for private purposes; education for the society 
ap1nst education for the iDdiv1dual' a better 
livtn,; education for secular purpoaes against 
ec1ucation for religiOUS a1u; education .. a 
mea.na to save the cODlUDity one belongs to 
ac&iut education for knowleq... a:D end in 
itself. lS 
14Boanc-G1a-Linh. lithe Critical St..e of Education in Vietna, II 
lfat1ona1 n8UlltaU Pr1nc12!!. xliv (February 1965) 50. 
!SIbid. 
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Recently in a apeech clellver:ed. to the Vietname.e people, Nyguyen 
Van Thieu, Preaid.nt of the Republic of VietD.alll, reu••rted the 
Dational policy of education as followes 
With .peclal regard to the educational fleld, 
which beara clear and atrona influence upon .ocio­
eCODo'lRy, 1 have advocated the "pollcy of the 
Republic of Vietnam i. to reali.e a sy.tem of 
.... and practical education. If •••Every citiun 
baa the duty to contribute actlvely to the 
educational proar- and haa the riaht to benefit 
education at 1aut to a basic 1.....1. Only then 
C8Il we aCeollpliah educational justice an4 pro.otion 
of the people'a educational level in order to 
improve the aociety and to defend the natlonal 
c&ua.. That i8 alao the apirit of democracy and 
equality achieved throuah the educational "g1M.16 
In the purpoae to oppo.e the former 1lterary aDd non-realietic 
educational program, Pr..ldent Thieu polnted out: 
Anoth.r Dportant point in fII1 policy 18 that the 
educational ayate llUat be orlented to practlcal 
application. This me__ we have to .ucc•••ful1y 
coor41nat. the two objectives of education; 
4eve1op_ut of penonal capability and adjust_nt 
of socl.ty.17 
Th. above statement of Prulclent Thieu can be conai4ered .. a 
new trend of .ducation aimed to .at1afy the need of a .uitab1. 
philo.ophy for a country engaged in an ucU.••• "ar for survival. Hi• 
• tatement actually reflected the pr1l1cipal objectives of the education 
policy outlined in 1967 by the Natlo11al Council of Education. The.e 
l'Nyguyen Van Thi8U, B:xcezpt., dea11ng with education fr01l. the 
.peech to the Vletnaau. people 4a1iv.red on October 6, 1969, m1aeo­
graphed. 
17lbid• 
17 

objectives are based. on three basic principles: huaan1slI, opeml ••a 
for other cultures aDd national feeliD.ls. This meana: 
lI"omatiOl1 end uplifting of the human be1n& ad 
the citi.en; active solidarity and effecti.... service 
of the collectivity at all levels; d81llOcratiution 
of education, i.e., equal chance. for the younger 
geuration, in view of intellectual" IIOral, technical 
and social progro. of the Natiou.1D 
To the point of Vi.... of the writer the Datiou.l philoaophy of 
education, although conf'ormiug to the dell811d of a country in cours. 
of developaerat and struale for independence, •.- to reflect a 
general l1De of national policy and presti.. rather tha to clear up 
and enUghten the role of education in terma of aterial and 
psychological concerns of the young .chool population. 
That the school in SOCiety is ItUl a place where the young 
students need to be understood and to be helped hu long been ignored. 
or ..sDi-1.eeI. No help was provided for the younpter to SUide h1a 
way through the seven yean of hiah school. It appeared to .. that 
the DIltional philoaophy of education should not omit the concept of 
"neecla" of yOUDg students. It 1& un:realiltic to stresa the values 
and obligationa of the human beinS on one hand and to undena:l.De the 
iIIpol'tant upect of their paychological needs on the othar. 
Dr. IU! RaiDes, bas given buic principles to philosophy of 
au:J.dance in which the need.a of students were emphaai.ed. Three out 
l8ae,ort on the Prouus of !d.ucat1on in Viet1Ulll During the School 
Yeu at UXth IntelDAtiOD&l. Collfer8llOe em Public Education. Sa1pn: 
H1n1ettt of Education, (July 1967) 8. 
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of four ..sumptiona were accepted by Vietuaa..e studente and I th1nk 
they could well be 1ucluded 1u the new concept of national philo.ophy 
of ac1ucation: 
1. 	 Each chUd is an important and worthwhUe human 
be1ng and 18 worthy of being treated with lWldBu., 
consideration and re.pect. Each aea:oa that there 
should be DO exceptiona, whether a chUd is br1&ht 
or dull, rich or poor, and brightly motivated or DOt. 
2. 	 Each child i. a unique individual with hie own rate 
of development, intellectual capacity, level of 
achievement and uturity. Therefore chu. differences 
should be expected, appreciated and provicie4 for 1u 
the classroom. 
3. 	 All hUlU.l1 be1up have certain C01llllOD psychological 
needs. They need to be loved and accepted. They need 
to feel important. They need to experience succes. 
1u their &Ildeavora. They need to be free from excessive 
fear awl &JUd.ety.19 
Iuharent in the.e statement. 18 the concept of indiv1dualJ.aation. 
The. child auat be couidered .. an 1udtvidual with hia physleal, 
psychological, intellectual and spiritual values. Be hae a 80al 1u 
hie co-.un1ty aDd society. Be hu a reapcm.aibUity to hi. fellow 
to act in • 1I&DIUtr 87l1Pathetic to tha. Othel'Viae, he is rupouible 
19Ra1nes , BU1, itA Guidance Philosophy for Teachera ancl Education­
al rractic.. which Wlect That Philosophy." Lec.ture pr..eDtacl to 
8tud.ntB of the facuty of '.&l0U'. Usu.:varsity of Bue (April 1969). 
1IDeographed. 
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for his own action. His chief hope is for comfort and aid in his own 
decision making to live his own life as he exists in a world of reality. 
But to fulfill his responsibility toward his co1lllllUnity, he should have 
the opportunities to choose wisely the direction in which he might 
reach the optimum development of his own ability. 
Thus the ultimate goal of counseling must be the freeing of the 
individual child fro. obstacles, threats and lIexcessive fear" of the 
reality to make his choice, not to follow those made by "wiser" aen. 
If the child "behaves irrationally" or "cannot see reality, II it 
18 because ne simply is DOt both physically and psychologically free 
to behave otherwise. Each child haa a unique "life space" which 
results in a particular set of personal values and strivings. And as 
no one can· know all the meanings of phenomena which affect his life, 
DO counselor can know him completely. Fortunately, the counaelor needs 
DOt know all of the personal meanings of the child to aid hia in be­
com1DS free to live his own life-style. Since men are somewhat similar 
because of their generic traits, and since the physical world is present 
to everyone, counselors can hypothesize and prac!ict what the child 
m1aht be expected to do. The above assumptions would stress the 
1mportant position of the individual student in the guidelines of a 
philosophy of guidance to be introduced in Vietnam. The young 
Vietnamese student is an individual who haa had habits of th1nk1ng and 
belief inherited from centuries of Chine.e and Prench influenced 
culture. He is living in a society in great disturbance but in 
20 
uceud.ence toward progX'e&&. Be shoulcl be provided tools and skills 
to live in • ID4em society in the future. AI. his nation baa ehosen 
freedom and democracy over despotis., his personality should be 
rupeeted as a human beiDl with hie traditional valuea. The edueation 
he receives in the clu.room _st be fitted to hi. own life, to hi& 
0VIl env1ro_nt, otherwise 1ndivldual.1zed. The 8chool muat 81ve hi. 
advice aad help to pursue his own loal of self-reali••tlon In 
1natruetion. This will be discussed. lara.l,. in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM or GUIDANCE 
IN VIETNAMESB SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
I. THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
The Curriculum: 
Since the Geneva Conference in 1954, South Vietnam bas been 
politically "independent" and has decided to change radically the old 
French education system into a national IYltem of education. The 
Secondary Education Reform, introduced a new curriculum into every 
lecondary school. 
The purpose of the new structure ia to give the junior high 
Ichaol Itucients, who form the majority of the scholar population, a 
reltricted but fairly complete education Which will lerve as basic 
knowledge to them when they lea"e the junior high school for life. 
Thos. students who attend the senior high school receive more adequate 
education for higher studies in uni"ersities. 
The juaior high school includes work in V1etDallles. history and 
geography, civics, physics, chemistry, natural sciencaa, mathematics 
aDd the study of a preferred foreign laDguage (English or French), 
physical education, and domestic science and child care for girls. 
the junior high school leads to the exam:h:uation for the certificate 
of studi.. for the first cycle. Pupils who pass the examination 
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s1vea at the end of the first cycle can be admitted to the eecond 
cycle. 
Durin, the eenior school (10th to 12th grade.), etudents have 
to concentrate on one of four fields: experimental sciencea (Section 
A), II&thematica (Section B). modern languages (SectioD C). and 
cl..eical laDguagee (Section D). Table I showe the main differences 
111 the _jor and minor fields of each section with respect to the 
number of hours of each eubject taught 111 clus. 
After the eleveoth year of hi&h school, the atudent 18 qualified 
for an uaaination kD.own .. the Baccalaureate I (firat part). Only 
if he baa paeeed this exaldnation can he be admitted to the final year 
of h1ah echool. At the end of the final year he may take the ezami­
Dation for Baccalaureate II (eecond part). The Baccalaureate II ie 
the key for entraDce to differant institutions of hiper education, to 
1I1.11ta1'1 acadat... to high-level civil e.rvice occupatione and to 
other good jobs. But the exa1nationa are difficult and h1&hly 
eelacti~. In 19601 only about one third of the candidates p..sed 
the firet part of the baccalaureate, and only slightly more thaD. one­
half of thia rea1n1na group paasad the aecond part. The ...jor 
ca.e of failure ie probably atudents have choeen the wrona eection 
by ignorance of their ability on tha field or by praaure from 
parente. 
The main charactarietic of such • curricula 18 that when the 
etucJ.ent Cho0888 an academ1c field. he virtually neglects all study in 
~orle L. Barris, et al., p. 117. 
TABLE I 

WBEKLY SCHEDULE POll SECalm CYCLE (SmaOB. HIGH) 

SEC'I'IONS HODBItN CLASSICAL BJPD.DmI'I'AL 
LANGUAGES LANGUAGES MA'I'HEKA'I'ICS SCIBliCBS 
CLASSES 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 
1. Viet.D8M8e S S 0 S S 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 
2. Hf.atory & Geography 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3. CiYica 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 
4. PhUoeophy 0 0 9 0 0 9 0 0 3 0 0 4 
s. rirat ..:Hlem J.aDaua&e 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 4 3 4 4 3 
6. Second. IIOd.em laDguage 6 6 6 0 0 0 4 4 3 4 4 3 
7. Classical I_page 
(Ch:lu.eae or Latin) 0 0 0 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8. Physics 6 Cheaf.atzy 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 6 4 4 6 
9. Hathemat1c:8 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 8 4 4 4 
10. Natural aciencea 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 4 
24 24 27 24 24 27 26 26 27 26 26 27 

Phys1ca1 education 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
DoMstie ac1eace , 
C!b.ild care for girls 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
'I'O'fAL - Boys 27 27 30 27 27 30 29 29 30 29 29 30 
Girls 28 28 30 28 28 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 
N 
3m, 2nd, lat arad.eacorrespond1q to lOth, 11th, Uth grades in the United State•• 
VI 
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other areas, :I.~a., a atudent of exper:l.aa.tal .cience. aection hu 
little to do with modem language. u a consequence, when he graduate., 
he will be UDable to do r ....rch in tha rich techa1cal materiala 
offered oaly in foreip laD.guage. auch as Preach or Inglish, aor call 
he follow .an:lDgfully lectures provided 1:0. foreign 1anauasea .. 1:0. 
the Paculty of Medicine. 
Another weakne•• of the curriculum is ita 1Deffectiveraa.. in 
prov1d1Dg atudenta with opportUD.1ty for opan-a1D.d.ed individuality, 
exploration ancl .elf-evaluation. Thay quite often write down the 
lecture and try to .-.ori.e the aote.. Rarely they are invited to 
dl8cuaa, to uk queations. to explore and to draw....aanin&ful COD­
deaw:nuatrationa .. in .cience. clasa, and u1nta1na a certain dl8tance 
,,' ,'. '," " . . 
betveen h1ualf and the .tudenta. He 18 too coacemed with the rigid 
~ • ..--~~v-.""'''''~''''~-;'h~'''''~'~'''''''"'''~''';_~'f'''';' ;_"l""'--"'l .....n~":'Y>..V! ......,M.'''~~'~-
~wJ!!~!!!~~!.~!<!~_.!I_~.~,~!ty~!~"!:~.!-,~~~~~".~~.~!1:~.~.!~· ~ .."~~!. 
ecJueational a.lata ia h1ghly cantrali.ed, the curriculum, deaiped 
..,~__'__.-:,:.~~ ··"''''~('O''\~-_'._....c'~,t;,_;""_'''fr''',}:_''"·~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~-_,,,,,,,,,~ ,<"",.;v-\.rl•••.,-,~_, "~ ~ .>' "C, ''''''.''''''-'",~.,...,""""~,••,,.,,,: ..... , __ .-r''''_'''''''''''~'''''-
at the IUltiOD.al. level, 18 expected to be respected and to be 
..-_"'I.'~~'"~'f.-"'''';''''''''''' ''\.,......It-;''''_,~,~~,~''''''~ ,~"'" -'j" ._.,,_. 4"~"''''I''_~'"'''0'.""", ... , .. ~"""_~:t}:'; ".""f' _"••. _ .... ""~"."."...• , ••. ,"'f.' ,."+",""."-".-",,,, , "., .:' 
applicable for all students of all areu ao matter how different 
their mode of living or euviroD1ll8llt. 'throuahout the cOUlltry J teachers 
are required to follow the natiODal. curriculum in order to keep 1D.tact 
the natioaal 1JIage of the clusroom.. This tanclency to have 8ftl'Ythin& 
follow aD. exact national picture "ia one of the things that moat 
isolate the IUltioa ad. IUltional education frOil the people and allows 
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the to th1Dk. that it is not reall,. 'their' government and 'the.il" 
school. u2 It faila to produce productive and contributive citizeM 
with specisl. skilla to build a .,dem aud inc1uatrialised country. 
OrigiDally conceived by lrench-influenced intellectuala, and 
for city schools. the curricula ia outdatecl and because of the 
Datioual u am1ution s,.st_. it cannot be improved by iudividual or 
reaioDAl authoritiea for the profit of .tudenta, 'DIOst of whoa live 
in the COUDtlY or by the ..... In other words, for the fifteen year. 
between 1949 to 1965, the natioDal curriculum only Mt the needs of 
barely one percent of the school population' and vu merely a 
preparation for the university. 
Under the preasure for chAD3e in 1965, many effort. have bean 
u.d.e by responsible authorities to revise the currieal_. A 
~sion for improving Education and numerous curriculum .tudy 
coaaitteea have been set up to consiar the problem. In the .... 
year, 150 to 200 teachers4 from all levels and spherea of education, 
public and private, worked with experts. cOD.8Ultanta and adri.sora 
fro. foreign mia.ions and charitable oraaniutiou for two weeks to 
bring an adequate chanae to the ayllabus. 
2Education Vietulu Propo.ala for Reoraani••tiou, p. 140. 
3"VietDUl: Educational D8ftlopaenta in 1964-1965, tt IDtematioDal 
Yearbook of Bclucat1oll, DV11 (1965) 339. 
4Ibid., p. 341. 
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Topics discussed, analy.ed and solved ineluclad: a tentative 
sroUPiDa of related aubjecta, date at which specialization ahould 
atart, ad the _UDt to be taupt to each ..e-aroup; poa.ibility of 
working anel applyiDa a differentiated curriculum to meet the neeela of 
atudents 11v1na in four completely different geographical area 
(e.1ty, country, hills, coast), whether general education should atop 
at the age of lS (end of the niath grada) for aodo-economic reasons, 
ad whether acience should be tauaht a.parately.S 
This National CoImmtion for improving the curriculum, has 
consistently promoted the trend toward simplification &ad practical 
application. combiDeci with the principl.. of extemall,. impoaed 
d.1ac1pline and social service. 
To reasseas the pupil's work. ael to de-eaphuiu .umnation­
ceatered leamiDl of high school atudents, national ___nations 
prior to the baccalaureate were on 1000000000er 30th, 19656• theae vere 
abolished for all pupils atteuding school regularly. However, the 
firat part of the baccalaureate unination vas uint.a1ned teaporarily 
to deal with military reserve officer trajnins vhich requires the level 
of the corresponcliDg high school Uth srade. The s_ applied to 
secondary school entrance eX&1liuationa vhich will be abolished when 
cluarOOM and. teachera can be provided to all elementary graduat.. 
according to the cOlIPulaory ecIucatiOl1 law. 
'Ibid. 
6"B.epublic of Vieto.aa: Educational Develop_ta in 1965-1966. II 
International Yearbook of Education, DYtii (1966) 401. 
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I'll the field of guidance, in June, 19667, the Miniater of 
Education began encouraging the work of aoma sp.cial1ats ia d.velop­
ing p.ycholog1cal teat .u1tahle for the Vi.tn..... and applying teat 
r ••ult. in all of the .choola from eleaentary levela to the 
univera1t1.a; th1a guidance will b. applied in the future compr.­
heuive schools. 
Duriag two decades from 1949 to 1969 great effort. have been 
.ade on the part of the gov.eroment to reform the obsolete rr.uch­
influenc.d ay.t_ of education. But no long-raus. and adequate loal. 
have been ••tabliahecl. Token changes .eemed ..rely to aeucl a Darrow 
ad old cloth no long.r fitted to a growing acloleacant. To contain 
the pru.ure for racl1cal change., aGec•••ive govermnenta undertook but 
hesitating and 1D.clec1ai.e .tep. toward eatabliah:lng a well-balanced 
and. lDDdem .yatem of education. The meia reaaon for falling to 
prOllOte .Omlcl chana.. ad to determine .trona lOW .y b. that 
reapoD8ibl. authoriti•• in education have been clinging to academic 
.alue. they acquired from the French ayatem which • .,buiaed. 
meaoria1n& verbelized aeneraliaationa rather than practical knowledge. 
Ducendente of priVileged fu:l.l1ea were the only fev atudente who 
could go abroad to afford a high education I'll a French unt.era1ty. As 
they returnecl to the fath.rland with a hiah dearae, they were highly 
r ....rded aDd occupied key poaitiona in the aociety. I'll apite of the 
deaocrat1c spirit they ..at.ilated :In for.ilD countriea, they con­
aidereel th....lvea .. the moat educated. men ad forad a claaa apart 
7Ibid• t p. 402. 
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fro. the peopl... They were unlikely to work for the beuefit of cbe 
people and were stubbornly opposec:l to any chanae which would compromise 
their personal interests. 
Unpractical Goal of Bd.ucatiolu 
Ilupouible for improv1Dg the whole ec:lucat1oD.al ayst.., th.se 
leaden were sett1Dg up unpractical and unrealiatic aoels. The 
tendea.cy toward a trad1tional literacy stUl pervaded the curriculua 
of clifferent levela in spite of May refons. Vasue aoals wera atat.d 
at each pbaaa of dwelopaat but like fell leaves, they diad after 
beiDa :l.esad in a hUrry. While settiaa up aoala to deal with the 
situation, VUbl••e educators a:.I.Md to sati.fy a political demand 
rather thaD to .et a natiODal u.ed. Soph1aticatad statementa have 
been createcl, but inefficiency and bureaucratic red tape deatined 
tlla to fe11~e aud a uav cr1a:l.e. It .....d that the foUowiua 
facton ware not taken seriously into account to utabliah Yalid 
educatioual aoala: 
1. 	 the objactiws should 'be baaed OD. acientific research in 
terma of D&t~al resourC88, manpower and econ01llic 
d.."elopmeut.. 
2. 	 chau&- in the proar- of education should be detend.aad 
at suitable rate to avoid conf.iou and frustration. 
3. 	 the educat1OD&l sy.t. should. be couidered. .. a whol. 
with it. interrelationahips, and chauae. ahould not be 
undertaken in .eparated areas. 
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4. 	 professional performance should be evaluated 011 the bui. 
of achievement rather than on the baaia of political 
influence. Incompetent and inefficient persODDel should 
be replaced and not tolerated in order to reach stated 
IOals. 
5. 	 changes should be aimed to meet the real national needs, 
rather than for the purpose of publicity or political 
control. 
The lack of consideration of the above factors milht lead to 
many problema that the aovernment was unable to solve. Por instance, 
in 19658 , a five-year plan for the development of education vas worked 
out by the Kin1stry of Education and adopted by the Government. AIIong 
the ma1n objectives were: (1) in five years' time, 40 percent 10­
stead of 10 percent of the children who complete their primary school­
iDa can be admitted to public secondary Bchools; (2) in five years, 
1,200 aecondary school teachera instead of 300 will be trained every 
year. 
It is worth noting that in 1970, five years after the elaborated 
plan, the primary pupilB will pasa from 1,662,0009 to 2,097,105 
(yearly increase of five percent). Forty percent of thia population 
would be 838,840 and would need 16,777 secondary teachers. Unfortunately 
the number of secondary teachers (2,450 in 196510) could never keep up 
p. 
811Republic of Vietnam: 
398. 
Educational Developments in 1965-1966, II 
9Ibid., p. 40 
l°Republic of Vietnam: Educational Develop.enta 1964-1965, 
International Yearbook of Bclucation, p. 340. 
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with such a deaand althouah a yearly iIlerease of 1,200 secondary 
teachers haa been visualised iu the five-year plu. 111 1965. 
Such an e:uaple would· clearly illustrate the carel..mess of the 
.relora plamdUI and explaiu why the uatiODal. goals iu the fieU of 
educat10D call Dever be nachecl. 
Lack of Adequate Teacher Tra1D.1y: 
Secoudary school teachers are of two cateaori88. Teachers 111 
the first cycle receive two yeare of traiu1ua at the J'aculty of 
P~osy. while teachers 1D the seconcl cycle receive four years. They 
aU are required to have the Baccalaureate II to qualify for takiul 
the entrance selective exa.sutiou. Uther at the J'aculty of Ped.asoSY 
of SaiIOU or Hue or Dalat are they tra1aecl to teach specific subjects: 
Vietnamese, Eusl1ah, heuch. History and Geosraphy. Physiea and 
Cha1atry. Math_tica. Civ1ae and Philosophy.ll The trainiDi proar-, 
deaiaaed and applied by professors who have received a lreuch 
educatiou. heavily -,b.ui.ed the lecture method. literacy aa.d 
theoretical coutent. Courses iu prof..siOlla! ar.... such as priDciplee 
of learn1n.s. _thocla of teach1na. aud t ..te and maaaureMute have been 
overlook.ed. 12 With such a traininl program, teacher-students would 
have DO experieuce ill leadiul sroup cl1acussion, eucourag1n1 initiative 
and creative tb1nk1DI. or forging scientific judpeute 1D pupils. 
Th.,. were uot accueto_d to supportiDg their worb by library research 
UNpyeu-Duc-l1en. A Desian for the Evaluation of Student Pro­
arus in Vie!'!!!!!!. SecondaV School, unpublished doctoral diesertation 
(Syracuse University 1969). 151. 
l2Ibid• 
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or other available literature. Moreover, they have DO experience 
teach1n& in the cl.ae.room during their performauce in the raculty of 
Ped.aI081. However, they were aware of their future plac. in the social 
hierarchy, r.ady to follow faithfully the curriculum .. given and to 
traDSDit to the young etudent. what they thouaht n.c••••ry to ...tar 
the content i)r ......n.tioua. 
With such prof•••ional background and the traditionally at.led 
concept of the 1I.an of 1.1aure,n it would DOt be difficult to sue•• 
the poor quality of inetruction .tud.nta recei'ftd in .ecoudary .chool. 
The .erious .bortag. of teachere at different l.vel., particu­
larly at the .econdary level, CaM to devaluate the effectiveues. of 
training proar_ for high .choo1 teacher.. In the achool year 1967­
196813, to meet the 1ucreaaiDa need of lower .econdary teacher., the 
MiD1atry had lowered the tra1D.iDa period of two years to a rapid one­
year for holders of the Baccaluareate II. According to Nguyeu-Duc­
l1en14 the majority of teachers in the lower arue. of the first cycle 
were recruited among people who bad only the h1gb .chaol diploma aDd 
had 110 orientation or teach1na practice. rieur.. in Table II 
1l1uatrate the critical incr.... of .econdary .chaol enrollMllt and 
the .hortage of .econclary teachers: 
1311B.epubl1c of Vietnam: Educatioul DevelopmanU 1967-1968," 
Internaticmal Yearbook of Education., :xxx (1968), 552. 
l~8U1en-Duc-K1en, p. 151. 
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TABLE 11 
SECONDAllY SCHOOL INB.OLtMENT AlID SECONDAl.Y TEACHER 
TlAINIHG lROM 1965 TO 1968 
SECONDA1lY TBACBD.S TEACHERS 
SCBOOL­ PUPILS HDDED (lOR IN PUBLIC TEACHIllS 
l1Wl INCLUDING CLASS a. HIGH TlAIKED 
P8.IVATI SO) SCHOOLS 
1965-1966 370,660 7,413 1,829 300 
1966-1967 417,914 S,358 2.854 300 
1967-1968 470.925 9,418 3,232 425 
Sources: (1) 	 Ilepublic of V1etnau Ec!ucat1oDal Devalopaent dur1Ag 
the school-yeara 1965-1966, 1966-1967. 1967-1968 
pub1i.hed. 1A lIltezutioual tear Book of lclucati011, 
1966. 1967, 1968. 
(2) 	 Report 011 Progr••• of Iclucatiou 1A V1etua clur1q the 
.chool-year. 1965-1966, 1966-1967. 1967-1968 at the 
International. Confereucea 011 Public lducati011, GeDeva 
1966, 1967, 1968. 
Attituclu &Del RaaJ!O!!ibUitr of Teachara Toward StuclaaQu 
To co.,&1UIate for the deficit of teacher. in .ecODclaJ:7 .choo18 t 
the gO'ftrntaellt implicitly aacouraled the expansion of priyat. ..(loud­
ary achoola 1A .pite of the Constitution which ....rt. that b..ic 
.ducation 18 COIIpulaoJ:7 and free of charge (article 10). The private 
hilh .choo1 "iAdustJ:7" baa bean developed to .uch a degree that the 
uUllber of private .eCOD4aJ:7 teachera 18 almoat triple that of public 
.eCOD.daJ:7 teach.r....hown 1A Ch.rt 1. Private iDatitutiou which 
r.cruited adventurous teachers at all level. f1'01ll d1fferaat &Oure••• 
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..en from public high achoola, tr4DSformed the art of teaching into 
a d1ahonest coaaercial affair. Without any background in teaching 
tra1n1Dg, private hip school teachers provided a large percentage of 
education, uaully of poor quality. to the youngstera who failed at 
public hiah school entrance examination. ieauJ,ar curriculum va cut 
dow to so_ uin subjects required at the natiouJ. eD_iDation. 
Ironically. pri"ate hip schools attracted public aecondary taachera 
with Mper salari_ aa.d it waa DOt unusual to s.. increued confidence 
in private education among parenu, bacauae ao_ public secondary 
teachera tauaht Jll)re conacientioualy in private achools than in public 
achools. 
With the increaaing devaluation of VietnaMse JII01I8Y aa.d the 
meaaC8 of inflation. the standard of liv1n1 of listed-salary employ..s 
such .. teachers waa DOt too desirable. ArI!! secondary teacher who 
aeeded to earn aoma extra IIOnay for his faua1ly had no way to aCCOllplieh 
this but by teaching in private schools. That explained why 1IDat of 
th_ adopted an attitude more and more nagative with respect to their 
ruponsibility. They were unlikely to agree to teach moll'. than the 
number of hours a weak required by the lUnietry of Belueation. Instead, 
they devoted more time to their private clas.... Concerning themeelv.. 
with "utra-taachinl." they neglected their own duty toward students 
in public achoola. Most of the time they lectured in classrooms, 
so_tilles without explanation. There vas no free discussion or 
ca.uaication between teachers and atadenta. With regard to their 
students, they alway. observed a distance to maintain their personal 
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preatige aDd the apparent discipline in the classroom. 
The young teacher'. insecurity caused by the war made him deny 
his re.poneibility toward the atudent. and try to escape from reality 
by failing to implement my good educational program. The perepecti'V8 
of a 1011& m1l.i tary sar'lice and an endl..s var made them akeptical about 
the effactiveness of education and there vas a growing tendency of 
peicuriaa and exi8tentiali.. among yO\DI.g teachers. Some of them vere 
not willing to serve as lood IIIOdele to the YOUllgsteu in lI&I1y ..pecta 
aDd by their private conduct of life were aubject to many critici8ma 
by the atudents' parents. 
II. THE NEED lOR A GUIDANCE PaOGIWf 
Aa a cODsequeace of the ahort..e of secondary teachers, the 
inefficiency of theae due to the poor quality of training as well as 
to the irrupona1bility of their attitude toward atucients. education 
provided at aecondary level in public high achoole did not respond to 
the .et-up »oala although tremendous efforts have been made by 
aucceaaive gov8rtl1118nta of the Republic of Vietnam. lor a country in 
which economic development depends mainly on .killful labor, the 
reaistance to change and ita conaequences &8 have been demoDatrated 
would be a waste of manpower. 
With the rapid growth and developlMDt of the eleaentary education, 
there baa been a heavy pre.aure on the eltpanaiOD of aecondary schoola. 
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To the last 8tatistics in 196915 , only 24 percent of the primary 
youth attended the secondary schools. Th1B meant only 600,000 out 
of 2,600,000 boys and sirl. between the age8 of 12 and 18 were able 
to receive a secondary education frOli both public and privata school•• 
If we look back. to the year ot 1959 where the enrollment of secondary 
8chools vas tour times les. with 120,000 we could say that it wu a 
reaarkable leap forward 1D educational development for a COUDtry bear-
1.aa the heavy charsa of an endless war. 
Hiah 'ercenta,e of DroP:2!ts: 
Unfortunately, 8umnatioll of the patterD of all .eCOlldary 
school dropouts as shown in Chart 2 would SUSlest a less optimistic 
picture. Back in 196216, over 73,000 students were enrolled in 
grade seven (sixth grade in the U.S.). In 1969, only 10,804 or 
14 percent of 1962 enrollMnt were successful in the terminal year 
of Baccalaureate II. 
OM 1Id.ght wonder what will happen to the 86 percent of the 
secondary .cholar population who failed to secure a Baccalaureate II 
degre.. And what jobs could be provided to them a8 unakillful as 
they were with a vague knowledge of verbal generalizations. But 
another crucial question could be raised as to what reasons there 
could be for such a failure of education. Certainly the answer would 
lSKDox, Donald M.. 'IThe Case for Comprahenai'ft Education in 
Vietnaa, II a speech delivered at the Rotary Intel'll&tiona1 Club of 
Sa1&OIl OD December 18, 1969 II p. 10 (aiMographed). 
16 . .Ibid., p. U. 
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CHART II 

PATTERNS OF ALL SECONDARY SCHOOL DROPOUTS 1962-1969 
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have MD.y aspacta, and one of these would fall into the scope of 
gu14ance 111 the secondary scbools. It would be .afe to state that if 
the V1etDamese high school atuaeuta had. been provided with orlentetlon, 
aciv1ce, and help to uke reaaonable decialona in choosing the rlpt 
flalds of atudy to overco.. thelr personal problema. the number of 
dropouts would be 1.a.. Any Vletnamese intellectual who waa 
concerned with the nfora of natlona1 education, would sug.e.t that 
guldance and counsel1na could help improve the present altutlan. 
Vu-T.....Ich17 In hia "A Historical Survey of lc!ucat1onal Developmenta 
111 V1etnaaU wrota: 
••• the profesalonal educatlon of proapectl..,. 
teachera abould be broaden.d to include cours.. in 
cur:r1culua -1dD.a, echool adminiatl'atlon, .. well 
as guidance aDd couneel1raa. So far, these areaa 
have been neaJ.ected in Vletull, ainca they have 
not been re..r48d as fortd.ns a part of the equip­
..nt of the claaarooll teacher. They are, however, 
wry important becauee they afford a baste UIlder­
atalldiDa of activiti.. which obvioual,. affect 
teachl8a to a p'eat extent. 
Receat1y, 18 1969. in bis Ph.D., diasertation, Nguyen-Duc-
Uea, a former Vietna.ae hiah achool teacher as••rted that; 
17Vu-T__ICh. A Hiatory Sun!! of Educatlonal D...elop!!!!!ta in 
Vletll&1ll, (Univenlty of I'.entueky, Lu1ngtan: Colle.e of Bducation 
Dec".r 1959), 130. 
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The 1I8in aphasia of a school p:ldance program 
is on the placement of st1.Uienta :I.n various couraa 
a such a Maner that failure can be reduced to 
a m1nJ.aua. Guidaa.ce alao enabl.. each student to 
understand hi. own abilities, intereats, and 
personality traits, and to relate thea to his 
future life plana and goala.18 
BlUEr HISTORY OP GUIDANCE PROGlWI 
If a guidance program is to be rec0mmeD4ed by Vietnameae 
educatora for the hisb school, a brief review of its history would 
be useful before undertak1ng any further discussion on the application 
of such a program.in VietDam. 
Throushout human history ,aome preUainary fol'll8 of guidance 
have been known. Cicero, in the first century B.C., atated live IllU8t 
decide what unner of men we wish to be and. what calling in We. we 
would. follow. n19 Lock.e wrote :I.n 1695, "He therefore who is about 
ch1ldrel1 should well study their N3turas and Aptitudes, and a.e, 
by oftan trWs, what turn they ...ily take. ,,20 In the United. 
Statu, a aystem of Hecbanical Arts :f.n SaD lrancl.sco in 1895. About 
1902, atate-supported schools prov:l.d:l.na aia:l.lar vocational traiD.:l.ua 
were founded in Massachusetts and Wisconsin. But it was Frank larson 
l~auy_-Duc-nel1, p 189. 

19Henry B. McDaniel, Guidance in the Modern School, (New York: 

The DryclaD. Pre... 1956), p. 22. 
20lbid• 
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vho firat introduced the term of vocatiotull. guidance in 1908 whea I 
org&D1z1ng at Boston the Vocational Bureau devoted to assist young 
people to make vocational choices based upon their aptituclea &Dd 
interests.21 
In 1909, through the efforts of the Vocational Bureau of Boaton, 
one couaaelor-teacher vas appointe4 for each el8MD.tary school and. 
high school in Boston. Thue teachers vere DOt rele..ed froa any of 
their teachina; :duties to act .. counselors and were not provided with II 
funds for necessary materials. 
In 1911, Frank. P. Goodwin oraanized a suidance progr.. in the 
Cinc:lDD.atti, Ohio schools vhich mcludecl the followinS main points: 22 
1. 	 Study of the :l.nd.ividual and. the use of personal cards; 
2. 	 Collection of occupational infor:ution.. mcludius 

information on the personal factors required for 

aucc... in different t".. of work; 

3. 	 Knovled&e of opportua1ti.s for adyanced trainiDg, 

specially collese traiu1Da; 

4. 	 Better adaptatioD of school courses to the vocational 

needs of atudents. 

In March, 1910, the first national conference on vocational 
guid&UC8, spoaaored 'by the Boston Chamber of COIDIIlerce, va hald and 
the National Vocational Guidance Association of America vas es.&blished­
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Succe.sive national conferences took place in New York City in 1912, 
and in Grand Rapids, Michigan in 1913.23 
In February 193324 , the National Occupational Confereuce or 
N.O.C. was founded for the study of occupational-adjustment problema. 
JinaDcecl by the Carnegie Corporation, this organiutionpub1iahed. fr01l 
1933 to 1939 the periodical "Occupationa," indexea of books and I.· 
pamphlets and carried out many other projects of research relat1n& to 
the broad field of JUidance. Thes. acti.ttiea .ade more people 
acquainted with the new function of guidance and promoted the 
"vocational guidance" movement. 
During the 8Xpanaion of the vocational education program, 
particular attention had been paid to .ecoDdary education. In 191825 
a Coad.s.ion on the Reorganization of Secondary Education wu 
appointed by the NatioDal Education Aaaociation of America. The 
report of this ca.iaaion, known as the "Seven Cardinal Principles of 
Education" contaiued rec01lMlldationa for training of aU pupUs in 
the age range of 12 to 18 years. The Scals of training suss.sted 
were: 
1. Training in the maintenance of health. 
2. Tra1n1n& in the fundamental proc.... 
3. Trainins in worthy hoM ....r.h1p. 
4. Tra1n1ng in obtaining and u.intaining a vocation. 
23Ibid. 
24aut• on, Percival W., The Guidance Function in Education, 

(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofta, Inc., 1958). 7. 

25Hateh and Stefflre, Adm1Diatration of Guidance Sanicea. 

(Bna1ewood Cliffa, New Jersey: Prentice-Ball, Inc., 1965) ll. 
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s. Tra1D1Dg in civic responsibilities. 
6. Tra1n1ns in u.e of leisure time. 
7. Tra1n1ua in the development of ethical character.26 
The evolution of interut in pidauce in education corresponded 
not oul7 to the increaaed population of the United Statu and the 
development of the iDd.ustry. but also to the increased cOllplexity of 
social oraanization. AccordiDa to Benry McDan1el,27 the startling 
change. in method of production that beS_ with the industrial 
revolution have contributed to the almost complete separation of 
ho. and job. As father and IDOthar ware often outside the home for 
work. rupouaibll1tiu for r.ar1n&. protection and suidance of 
Children became a charaa for other social units. As the influence 
of the ethical and. traelitional val.. of the church hu beC01D8 Ie•• 
!aport_t. the ma1n reaponaibllitiea for the practical vocational 
pidance of youoa paopla fell onto the achools. 
In VletDaa, vocational auidauc8 wu ipored until June 196628 
¥hen the H1n1atry of Educatioa. endeavored to make us. of eelucat10nal 
and vocational auidance at all educational level particularly in the 
comprehenaive schools. A auidallce course was expected. to be offereel 
at the three exi.ting 'acuIties of Pedaaogy of SaigOl\ Hue, and cantu 
for tho•• who wanted to become guidance GOUDaelora. 
26Ibid. 

27McDan1el. pp 26-27. 

2811aepublic of VietD8a: EcIucaticmal D."elopMnt in 1965-1966." 

p 402. 
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By 1968, vocational guidance centerl ua1n& plycholo8ical methods 
and teata had bean ..tablilhed by the Miniltry of Labor and the 
Miniatry of National Defeue. Soma technical 1nstitute.29 have adopted 
teating methods in ...ocational guidance. 
The concept of guidance and counseling W88 relatively new to 
VietuaMae edueation. With the introduction of compreh4maive high 
schools-ll in 1969 e:nd. probably about 100 in the 1970-71 .chool 
Y8&r30 --an urgent need to provide luidance to .tudent. in their 
aelection of subjects of atudy hea been a tremencloUl task for the 
H1D1atry of Education. A. few yeara aaOt an attempt was mad.e to 
ruerve one hour per week in the reaular curricula for guidance and 
coUDBeliDa. Unfortunately, taacher-counselora. trainecl in academic 
subjects, had little or DO knowledge of the field. Accordin& to the 
report of Vietna.ee Education Institute31 , this program of one hour 
per: week in the curriculua baa larael,. failed because of the teacher­
counselor I a mi.un.c1e1'8tand1na and lack of training concemiDa the 
goala and methoda of guidance and cOUDSeling. The report .aid: 
29ua.epublic of Vietnam: Educational Development in 1967­
1968,n lntematioaal Yearbook of Education, p 554. 
30tiauYeD Van Thieu, p. 4. 
3lDa'bo, Myron, et a1., The P8lcholoaical l'oUDdatiOl18 of 
Teacher !clucation in VietD.&1ll, (Uui....r.lty of Southern California: 
Canter for Intematlonal Education, School of Education, August 1969) 
p .56. 
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The hour conaequently degeneratad into an 
additional period in which teache" would teach 
aubject ..tter when behind in their tnatruction, 
ow would complete their clerical work. At t1aea 
the hour wa used for a general 1/ pi.pe ....ion, " 
where .tadenta complained about other teachera, 
the ciirriculua, and their clas_t... 32 
INCll.Ea.SED HIED FOR BEtTER. ACHIEVEKUT IN HIGH SCHOOL 
With the trend of eclucation which d.manct. better achieve1l:8Dt . 
111 a.cOlldary achoola, the role of guidance beco.. a Ilee...ity. 
The rapid growth of the Vietnaaeae aecondary achaol population 
(a.. Charta III and IV) heve reached aach a point that to provWe 
t.ma41ate equal eclue&tioD&l opportunity for every pupil would be 
difficult. A poat war period of social reoraaaization and chana.a 
would come. These change. are upon the VletlUUl8•• population and. 
preaent to the Vietname.e hish school students a8DY probl... related 
to their perfonapce and peracmal adjuaa.nt. The change from an 
alrieultural eCODOllY to. an induetrial ecOD.OUI1, the chanp fro. a 
few occupationa in governaent, office. and alenci.s to thouauds 
ot .pec1alis.d job., the chana. from a traditional concept of 
academic and theoretical education to a scientific and practical one, 
need adequate preparation OIl the part ot hiah .chool for a fruitful 
l1fe in the decades 1mmed:1at.ty ahead. Thi. would 1mply the need tor 
auidaece .ervice. that are directecl to helpiDa the individual 
Vietname.e pupil to aas... h1m8elt and to plan realistically for 
tomorrow. 
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CHART III 
RATE 	 OF INCREASE IN SCHOOL POPULATION 

FROH 1961-1962 TO 1965-1966 
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CHART IV 
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT COHPARED WITH TOTAL AGE POPULATION 
IN 1965-1966 
Secondary Ed Higher Ed 
Age 12-18 Age 19-25 
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Source: 	 Report on the Progress of Education in Vietnam during the 
School-Year 1965-1966 at the XXIXth International Conference 
on Public Education, Geneva. July 1966. 
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CBAPTEB. IV 
A PROPOSED GUIDANCE PR.OGRAM JOR 
VIITNAMISE HIGH SCHOOLS 
I. GENERAL OBJECTIVES BASED UPON BASIC PItINCIPLES or 
GUIDANCE, 	 NATIONAL CULTURE AND TlWlI'J:ION. AND GOAL 
or NATIONAL EDUCATION 
The above analy.1a of the education .,..ts in Vietnaua• 
• econdary achoo18 relevant to the problem of luidance would lead to 
a tentative solution. a propos.d auidance program for Vietns.... 
• econdary schools. The task would aaaand a areat effort in .eeking 
realizable objectives for a country which baa been in a proceaa of 
rapid developmeat. The reader should not forget that Vietnamese 
education in JUDy aspects. baa no reaeablanee to that of the United 
Statu. What succeed. in the field. of piunC8 in the United. 
States eould not be fruitful in Vietnam if differentiation in culture. 
tradition and. IUltiOD&l goala were not taken into aceount while 
aatabl.1ahiag general objectives. 
At the writiDa of thia u.ay, auidance progr8ll18 in VietnaJles. 
s.condary schools have been in a atate of experillentation and there 
hu been no legal basis for guidance in public high .chools. However, 
in the praaent Thu Due Demonstration School in V1etnaa, guidance baa 
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been introduced since 19651 • It is proposed that in order to 
CODtribute to the development of guidance in Vietnamese secondary 
scboou, the fo1low1D.& objectives might be useful: 
1. 	 the guidance program should center on the stuclents' 
needs. Students' personality should be respected. 
2. 	 the auidance program should pronde students with 
faCilities aDd opportunities to understand themselves 
and. to solve their own problema. 
3. 	 the gu1d.ance program should encouraae and sustain a 
d.8IIIOcratic relationship between teachers and. students. 
4. 	 the guidance progr8ll1 should provid.e teachers with 
information on the students' problems to be able to 
understand and to deal with them. 
5. 	 the guidance progr_ should provide students up-to-date 
information on vocation.a1 choices or higher edueation 
and assist them in mak1n& plans and decisions. 
6. 	 the guidance program. sbould belp tbe parents to under­
stand 'llDre about their children's prob1_ and to support 
8u1dance actlvitie. at school. 
7. 	 the guidance program should emphaala. the ethlcal 
traditlons and belp reduce de11Dquency and mental health. 
8. 	 the role of the teaeber in classroom should be redefined 
to deal with the auidanee proar_. 
11la1nu• Bl11, "The Development of Guidance and Counseling 

Prolr_ in Vletnaae.. H1ah Schools. II m..eoSraphect, p. 1. 
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9. 	 the teachers iu secondary school. should be aware of 
the individual differences of students. 
10. the interaction between teachers and students should be 
encouraged to promote students' aelf-confidence, motivation 
and 	senae of value in learning and evaluation of their 
perfotmaD.ce. 
These susgested objectives should not be considered 88 apart from 
the Vietnamese social life, but should deal with the national goals. 
The concept of guidance is 80 broad that education and guidance would 
be almo8t synonymous. Then the objectives of guidance must be 
broad enough to serve national objectives of education. A statement 
by Miller would illustrate this broad concept: 
Guidance includes the sum total of efforts and 
influences of those who 88sist an individual, through 
..sociation, counael, d:l.ssead.D.atlon of facts, employ­
ment of appropriate special techn1ques and control 
envirOllMnt, to reach his opti1l1UDl personal, social, 
vocational, cultural, and spiritual development. 2 
Thus, to eatabl1sh objectives for guidance would seem likely to 
..tabl1ah objectives for all of education, :1.£ not for most of living. 
The preceding objectives in Vietnamese secondary schools then should 
ba concerned with all pbases of nat:l.onal education. 
So, 	the following basic prinCiples should be considered while 
eatablishing a guidance program: 
1. 	 the reason for the guidance program must be understood 
in the community as well as in the school. 
~ller, Carrol B•• Foundation of Guidance, (New York: Harper 
aad Brothers, 1961) 401-402. 
so 

2. 	 the entire Itaff of the school must be involved in 
the program. 
3. 	 the program must be b..ed on the reality of the 

eoaunity' a ille. 

4. 	 the guidance progra IlUSt be a COlltinUOUB atage of 
aocial evolution.3 
The firlt principle relies on the fact that the traditional 
lap between Ichool and cOJllll.Ullity has long been the maiD obatacle to 
ADy mutual cOllpreheuion ..,ng parenta, teachers aacl .tudenta. On 
ODe side, parents. BIIOat of thea laborerl or faJ:Wars t have DO time to 
take care of their children's education. Most are not likely to be 
vUliDa to participate in school activiti. or tp leam what their 
chUdren are doing in the clu.room every day. Rare are tho.e parentI 
who rel5)OD.d to a PTA 1nv1tatiou for meetina or School Day. Many of 
th_ return the school bulletin without siping it as they are asked 
to do. Education, they .ay, i8 AD affair of teachers and "hool. 
Nonetheless, they Ie. to be interested in what teachers reC018eDd 
that 	they do for the benefit of their chUdreu's performance. 
On the other 8ide, school reaponaibility in Vietnam i. US­
underltood by larae nUlibera of teachers. Th..e teachers coD8ider theat-­
selval as relponeiole only for what is relevant to teach1ng in the 
claesroom, expressly to routine curriculUlll fulfUlaent. Vieits to 
parente. althouah mentioned and eneourqed in the offlcial achool 
JArbruckl., Duaald. S., Guidance ancl Counaeliy in the Clas8room. 
(Bo8ton: Allyn ancl Bacon, Inc. t 1961) 373-374. 
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policy are never carried out. The high co.t of living, the 
repercussion of the war over many aspects of life including tbe draft 
for 1Iilitary service and the shortage of teachers have been good 
excUile. for failure to meet parente. Consequently teachers are un­
11ke1y to be aware of the students perlonal problema at home. 
The second prlncip1e 18 baaed on the neceaaity for teachers to 
understand their new role in the classroom and to cooperate in any 
guidance activity as Johnston, Petera and Evra1ff stated that newry 
teacher 18 a guidance worker. ,,4 In recent years. parents complained 
about school failures and wanted their children to succeed. Most of 
their eritie1sm centered around the curriculum, ..thoo. of teaching 
and teacher preparation. Generally, people ipored the new concept 
of Hucation and the function of guidance .emce in school. Education 
.ant to thea the retention of the large amounts of knowledge required 
to pass examination. today, with the new trend of Hucation, public 
schools should ba for the children t S benefit. If the educational 
program is to be bast adapted to them, then the guidance philosophy 
among all staff member. of the school is nece.aary. the staff IIWIt 
be iDvo1ved in the guidance program to make it 8ucceasful~ 
The third prinCiple assumes that not only ahould the guidance 
proaram be understood by the cotlllllUnity but it should focus mora on the 
reality of the community's life. One is to be reminded that the main 
4Eclgar G. Johnaton. Mildred Peters. and Willi.. EYraiff. 1!!!. 
Hole of 'reacher it Guidance, (Inglewood Cliffs. New Jeraey: Prentice 
Ball, Inc., 1959). 6. 
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activities in a Vietnamese community, whether it be a village or a 
district, have long been a simulated democracy. In fact, through sany 
centuries, the Vietnamese people, used to being treated dictatorially 
by feudal landlords and villa. autboriti.. , have been unable to take 
any 1n1tiative in promoting the progress and welfare of their own 
community. Traditional customs, anchored in their mind from generation 
to generation dictate a passive attitude to any plan or program set up 
by the government. 
Thus tl,e guidance program should not be aloft in the un­
realistic atmosphere of optimism based on a speculating support of 
the local ftA. Most pareuttt. in small towns are unlikely to have had 
sufficient education to be interested in the program and have been 
unable to cooperate effectively with school. 
In Saigon, where most parents have an easy lifa, the guidance 
program could be partly successful. In low socio-economic areas, 
such 88 provinces in the central area of Vietnam, the majority of 
parents are farmers and can hardly provide children with facilities 
for leaming. they ignore or deny their children's problems if told 
of them, and quite often have deep roo ted prejudices against the value 
of education. Having worked hard in the rice fields for their whole 
lives, they seem to wish their children success in administrative 
careers rather than in agriculture, husbandry or business. Such 
attitude would hamper the vocational guidance program and impede the 
training of teehn1c1ana necessary to set up a self-depen4ent economic 
structure like those in South Korea or Formosa. Therefore, the 
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guidance program in high school should be adapted to each specific 
area with its main differences in traditions and activities. Teacher­
counselors would do better to confront the parents, to discuss, and 
to help them understand what their children really need to be success­
ful rather than to send home forma and reports to be filled out. 
The fourth principle implies that the auiciance process should 
not be undertaken only at some special phase of the academc period 
but should be carried out at all levels aDd at the entrance to the 
hiah school as well as after gracluation. In short, the guidance 
proar_ should be a continuous process through the seven years of 
secondary education. The young Vietnamese high school student needs 
to be oriented at the sixth grade to be fam:1liar with the quite 
different subjects and learning procedures and with team teachina. 
This phase is the most important. Be needs to be guided at the ninth 
grade to choose one of the four branches offered in senior program. 
At twelfth grade level, he needs to be oriented toward hi,her education 
or vocational facilities. In addition, throughout the secondary 
academic years, he should be assisted at each grade level to overeo_ 
any personsl probl... he encounters for promotion to his next step. 
II. PI.OCIDURES 
ORGANIZATION OF BASIC GUIDANCE SERVICES 
If pddanc. baa frequentlJ ken defined .. the "proce.. of 
asaistina individuals to improve their adjustment, uS then, it ..y be 
'Batch and St.fflre. p. 64. 
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said that guidance services are organized primarily for the purpose of 
helping the student to attain his maximum potential of development and 
adjustmeut. With the above principles .s guidlines and in order to 
fulfill the selected objectives, the guidance proaram is set to be 
served in any given district or province high school. But at the 
present time. guidance services have been completely foreign to _et 
of the Vietnamese traditional high schools even to the newly born 
comprehensive high schools. 
It would be unrealistic to plan an organization beyond staff 
abilities of the achool with complete guidance function services such 
u seen in any American standard high school. On the contrary, 
guidance services, ahould be lWted to tbe very beginning phase of 
guidance development and flexible enough to serve in a society in 
conatant change. Howevar, guidance services, to be really effective 
in the future, 1DUSt not be limited to some basic functions aimed to 
satisfy a short-ranae program dictated by a sbortage of qualified 
guid.ance personnel. To establish a basic foundation for the 
prospective guidance in Vietnamese secondary schools, the following 
services are to be suggested: 
1. Counseling. Counseling is the moat important service of the 
guidance program. Early in the development of the professional field 
of guidance, the teEll "counseling" was used as synonymous with 
llauidance." COWlS.ling baa now come to mean "that part of guidance 
proaram that assista an individual to self-underatandina and, throuah 
this, to a aelf-realisation and acceptance of his social re.ponai­
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bil1ty. ,,6 Tbe primary technique of counseling is the. interviewt the 
face-to-face relationship between the counselor and counselee. 
According to Pattersou7 counseling is a profeSSional relationship, 
established voluntarily by an individual who feela the need of 
psychological help, with a person trained to provide that help. By 
interview1ng individual students, the counaelor's primary function 
is to &ssist students in educational and vocational planning as well 
as in personal-emotional problema. "!very student should have the 
benefit of individual interviews in which specific BtepS can be taken 
to assist him in the solution of his problema as they arise. ,,8 The 
relationship between counselor and student should be based on an 
attitude of mutual respect and confidence. The counselor should let 
rid of his own need for the traditional self-esteem in order to 
accept the client as a worthy person and to create an atmoaphere of 
frankness and honesty, and total absGD.ce of threat in the lnterviews. 
81s function requires a deep knowledge of human relationahipa and of 
special techniques of interviewing. It also requires a firm commit­
ment to maintaining the confidentiality of what the student reveals 
to him during the counseling iDt.mew. 
6Ibid., p. 178. 
7Patterson, C.H., Counseliag and Guidance in Schools, (NEW 
York: Harper & Brothers, 1962), 112. 
~n C. Andrew and B.oy DeVerl Willey. Ad.hUstration aD4 
Org8ll1.ation of the Guidance Program, (N_ York: Harper & Brothers, 
1958), 25. 
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2. Appraisal. The purpose of this service is to collect and 
to organise information regardinl pupils that testing alone is unable 
to provide. The testing program represents only a part ot the total 
effort to help the individual because lithe purpose ot testing, ••• ta 
to understand the individual and to help him if need be, not to ' lay 
bare his psyche·. 119 Tests results, although significant, IIlUSt be 
included in a continuous and systematic program of appraisal. 
Techniques presently employed in the appraisal of individuals are 
based on accuracy of measurement and objectivity of reporting. 
The information concerning a student, if complete and accurate, 
could help cOUDselora, teachers and parents to predict his future 
behavior and achievement. The record of each pupil, to be complete, 
should include the data about identification, home-co1llllJD1ty, health 
and physical growth, school history, ability, aptitudes, achievement, 
interests and personality.10 
The procedures most frequently used to gather data on the stu­
dent are interviews, questionnaires, health records, observation and 
report, autobiography, sociometry, daily schedules, diaries and lif8­
space surveys.ll To understand a child we cannot rely only on the 
psychological tests he took in school. The testing program was 
designed to supplement the school records and the counselor's 
impression of the student's intelligence. and ability to plan. "Ps,­
9Douald G. Morteuen and Allen H. Schaulle.r. Guidance in 
Today's Schools, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1960), 165. 
10Ibid., p. 203. 
llIbid. 
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chological tast. are valuable instruments in aid of the couaselor, 
12but cannot in th...elve. determine a plan... So, the enormous t ..k 
of pthering data a'bout each student require. t .... work amonl teacher., 
adDdni.trator. , luidance workers, and aven parents and studenta the... 
••l ..s. 
3. Orientation. This service i8 to help each student feel 
at ho_ in a new surrounding or acti'9ity by helping him to under.tand 
the tradition., rules, and offerings of the school. Toutl. of the 
school, student handbook, and ..8...,li•• are device. used to orieut 
new pupila. The orientation program should be undertaken at the 
bes1nn1ng of the .ixth grade and at the end of the 9th grade before 
startins the .enior ••quence. Orientation to the academic progr.. 
should also b. prov1ded for students IlO'Ving up into new cl.... Every 
school should help new pupils get started. There i. more to this 
than helping the pupil decide which subjects to take. AI& Barbara 
Wright wrote: 
Whether pupils are anteriDg a c0D8olidated high 
school fro. _11 l'Ural schools, tranaferring to a 
senior high. school from a nearby j unlor high school, 
or euterina high .chool from ele_ntaZ'Y schoola in 
the s_ COIIBUIlity, it 1s a tremendousl,. important, 
and often a tattify1:a.g experience. They are 11.ke1,. 
to feel .trange and quite 108t in thelr new .urround­
insa. The,. are unacfluaintad with the routines of the 
school; the building it.elf 18 new; the teacher. are 
str_sers, and 1IIO'f'ina frO'Z cla•• to clas. 1. a new 
experience... Often they are a.siped to groups in 
which, they have DO frie:a.48 ••• 13 
12Emeat Hana and Paul Schreiber. Hu.d'book of Couuelinl 
Technlques, (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1963), 239. 
131. H. Wright, Practical Baadbook for Gro!!p Guidance, (Ch:1caao; 
Sclence Reaearch Aaaoclates, Inc., 1948), 73. 
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A successful orientation program prevents maladjustment by 
providing help with minor problema before they become major ones. 
Possible activities to be included in orientation program are 
visits to sending and receiving schools t exploratory activities, 
diseemination of educational occupational information, scholarship 
opportunities, military obliaatione and employment. The junior 
school ~y hold an open house for pupils from elementary schools, 
or the high school may provide a college day, when college 
representatives are invited to school. The employment service may 
come in and register all seniors and others who are interested in 
employment. The purpose of these activities is n to provide a 
continuous flow of information about pupils and to bridge the 
emotional sap for pupils, so that he has some knowledge about his 
next atep.,,14 
4. Placement. The placement service is broader than 
occupational ~acement. Accordin& to Clifford P. Froehlich the 
service of placement "helps pupils gain admittance to appropriate 
educational facilities, whether it be a high school chemistry class, 
a college, an apprenticeship, or a trade school. In essenee it 
helps them make use of their opportunities. nl5 A school'. guidance 
prograa 1IIWJt be concerned with the auccess its graduates have in 
finding jobs. The place_nt process must begin early during the 
first senior year and .hould as.1st the student in ••1ectinS the 
school, or colleae best suited to his needs and to the training he 
14Clifford P. hoehlich, Guidance 8enicae iu Schools, (11_ 
Toft: McGraw-Bill Book COlipany. Iuc., 1958) 15. 
lSlb1d., p. 231. 
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has received in hiah .chool. The placement proc..s also take. into 
coo.ideration the abilitie., the pereonality. and the preparatioD of 
the student. 
The job place_nt or vocational placement i8 another busine•• 
of the achool which must pay attention to the job obtained by 
graduate., by those dropping out of achool and tho.e who work part 
tiM. It i. then nece••ary that the .chool developa a close workiDs 
relati01'1llbip with the local office of Employment or Labor.. .. well 
.. the univeraitie. in the couotry. School recorda 1ncludina 
~ttandance and health recorda, .hould be fully utili.ed in placement 
of .tudents. 
5. Pollow-up. The follow-up .ervice is another important 
.chool-~ity function of Suidanca. lithe follow-up ia tacit 
recopition of the fact that suidance i. a continuous proce••• " 16 
Pollow-up refer. to a nU1lber of purpo... and proc.edurea by which 
COD.tinuous information can be sathered aDd analyzed to determine 
develop_nt, activ1tiee. aud adjustment of atudents. E8aent1ally. 
a follow-up of atudanta can be uae4 to raviae the curriculum.. to 
identify students in need of ...istance, and to iaprove the suidance 
proaram.17 A f\ID.ctional follow-up proSr.. should be concerned with 
tho.. .tudent. who leave before they are Sraduated (drop-out.) .. 
well .. thoae who have completed their schooling. Information 
.athered in a follow-up atudy depends upon the graduates or drop-outs 
1~rteD8.n and Schmuller, p. 389. 

17Andrew and Willey, p. 294. 
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in question, their fam:l.liea, frien4a, teachers, _d employers. A 
follow-up study s.rv*. to analy.. the succ.ss of vocational education 
in terms of fimus for job, length of stay. etc. Ruults of the 
follow-up progra are of value DOt only in terma of helpin, the 
graduated or drop-out. but also in clarifying the pruent objectives. 
The admtnistratiOll of auidance .ervicu in Viet1l81l have DOt 
bean a probl.. sinc. the guidance program in hlp .chool i. an 
ezperiJlental .tate. lor yeare, there will not be more than two 
eounaelon in each high school. The principal rill be directly 
responsible for carry:l.ng out the sddace program of the .chool. But 
onc. guidance develops throuahout Viet.umese hiah schools. the &4­
~tration of guidance v1ll demand competent administrators who must 
UDderstand and support the progr... The admini.trator. must respect 
the professionally trained counselors and have confidence in their 
work. 
The. critical lack of qualified guidaDee peraOlUlel in the initial 
pba.e of guidaDce in Vietnam has been pOinted out by Bill lla1Ilea18, 
n ••• the second aajor problam :l.a the leek of qualified guidance 
.p.c:l.al:l.st•••• " As a au:l.dancs advi.or re.ponsible for promoting 
au1dance in VietDaa, he hae sUlle.ted a trainiDS proar.. to produce 
tucher-counaelon for the first hundred. COIIprebeui'V'e hiah schools. 
According to Dr. Ra:l.ne8, the 1.1aaediate objective should be to 
offer a special ona-year in-service traintaa cour.e for high .chool 
181ill Bainea. uThe Development of Guidance and Counselina 
Program in VietDamese tiah Schools". 1I1meopaphed, p. 3. 
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teachers. Theae candidate., choeen from the naular teacher., will 
...ums the function of teacher-counselors after the tra1DiD8 and are 
the fint pioneers in the field of guidance. They will be ...iped 
DO more than eight hour. of academic teaching, and lese if po••ible, 
md. work .. cOU'l:l8elor. at least OI1e half of tbeir t1M.19 
An :in-••nice program ba. alao been. propo••d for all teacher. 
in the school in order to uudentand the objecti".s of guidance and 
to support auidance activiti... In the ne&l' future, all proapective 
ju:a.1or and aenior .chool teacher. should be required to take one course 
in "Principle. of Guidance." 
the _jor areu included in the curd.culum of the proposed OU-
year tl.'aiD1ng cour.e are: 20 
1. 	 Orientation to guidance. 
2. 	 Orientation .enices for enter1118 .tuclenta. 
3. 	 ua1stance for studenta having academic difficulty. 
4. 	 Asaiatance for pupil. baving behavior and adjust_nt probl.... 
S. 	 Appraisal .enice., extra-curriculal: act1Y1t1e. and 
cu.ulative recorcle. 
6. 	 Planning .ervices tor pupils. 
7. 	 lD.div1dual conferenc.. with .tuclenta and parenta. 
1'..,__ ,. 'I. 

2On.u.. .. 12-13. 
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III. EVALUATION or THB PIOORAM 
Sianificant results at the Thu Due ne.oa.tratioa School. 
Although introduced into Vietnam only since 1959 by Vietlume.e 
educators and American adviaor., the concept of luidance has yet 
materiali.ed only in 1965 at the Thu Due DemonatratiOl1 High School. 21 
ConatJ:Ucted in 1964 on a larS& area of 5.107 sq. ta., the buildiq wu 
the first hip school in Vietnaa which had all the equipment and 
facilities of a modem high 8chool currently seen in any m.oclem country. 
With the cooperation of a team of Ohio UDiYeraity Education adviaol'a, 
a new curriculum was clesiped to reali&e the new concept of education: 
It ahall be the philosophy of the Thu Due 
Damoutration hiah achaol to provide a secondary 
education for. all ita students cou1atent rith 
their iDdividual inter••ts and sbilitt.a aD that 
they can ri&htfuUy ...... their roles as 
contribut1Dg membera in a fwee, democratic 
Vietnamese aociety.22 
The firat cycle curriculua providea .twlenta in four yeara with 
the basic elements of secondary education. The rigid program of 
the first two years serv.. .. observation atas. and pre-orientation. 
The followina two year proaram, IlIOn flexible, orients student8 to 
the .election of elective coun.. in the second-cycle curriculUll 
which COWl'S 3 years. Four new cours.s of study are available: 
1Ilduatrial arts, buain... educatiOD, home economics, and agriculture. 
21Bill RaiD.a, p. 1. 
22.rhu Due Demoutration Seconciag School, Faculty of Pedaaoay 
Univaraity of Sai.., lIiMoaraphed, p. 1. 
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Be8ide••ubjecu in the ueas of the practical art., the currieulum 
alao offen m ezceUent acadam:l.c pro&1'811 for those atudente who wiIIh 
to pursue Maher education. 
An uper1JaeDtal program of auid.ance and couueUng has been 
8stabl1ahed to provide profes.ional and vocational orientation. A 
Guidance Comadtt.. 23 carrie. out a auidanee function to ..siat atudents 
nth penonal and acad.aic problema. The poaition of the Gu1d.anca 
Council 18 .hown in Chart V. Within a .hort time of three years and. 
with only one cOUD.8elor for nearly a thousand counseleea guidance 
activitiea ha.. been developing in many aspecta and according to Dr. 
Ba1ne.24 80me ••nice. have been succuaful auch as; 
1. 	 Ori81ltatioD. servicea for incomi. 6th padera. 
This proal.'''' has been .et up for 2 daya prior to the 
school year and involves the studenta, parents and 
teachera. 
2. 	 Bducat1011&1 edance for studeuta in the 9th arade. 
The last year of junior hiah school 1& very important 
in the choice of _jor field. of study ao a group guidaJlce 
courae 18 required of all 9th graden for eme ._ster. 
23Ibid• 

248111 bin.., p. 7. 
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CHART V 
ORGANIZATION OF THE THU DUC DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL 
principal] 
ExecUt~veI. Cgmm1ttee P.T.A. 
rClerical Account~ng IMaterial _ Office Office Center 
~~~-T______~____________~____~~_____~______r-__~IAcademiC 
_ Office 
Source: The Thu Due Demonstration School, Faculty of Pedagogy, 
University of Saigon, mimeographed, p. 4. 
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3. 	 Koral guidance and character development. 
Each student in junior high school has a group guidance 
class for one hour per week. Each year of the junior 
high focuses on a different aspect of the "Moral guidance lt 
curr1culUII; in the 6th grade--achool adjustment; 7th 
grad.e-faa11y adjustment; 8th grade-social adjuataentj 
ninth grade--citizenship. 
4. 	 Individual counae1!n& aervices. 
The YO\lD& students. who are now acc.ustomed to be n..1f­
referred, If have baen seeking help from the guidance office. 
s. 	 Group COUDllelipa. 
Group couaaeling baa been used with students who an 
experienc1n1 academic failure. In one year, 43 students 
who were on academic probation were back on regular status 
after partic1patina in a program of sroup and individual 
co\lll8e1iDa once a week throughout the year. Tables III 
and IV give more details on the 1m.provement. 
6. 	 Service to parents. 
Once aware of the beneficial activities of this service, 
increasing number of parents have COM to consult the 
counse1or. 
Points of Views. 
It i8 stU1 too early to determine that the guidance prosr_ 
at ihu Due Demonstration School has been completely successful. 
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TABLE III 
IMPROVEMENT OF 43 STUDENTS IN AN EXPERIMENTAL 
GUIDANCE PItOGlWl 
PERCENTAGE 

GRADE 1966-1967 1967-1968 

0% Sl% 

C or higher 23% 100% 

D or higher 32% 0% 

iSource: A Follow-up Report on the Probationary Student at The I 
Thu Duc Demonstration School, P'aculty of PedagolY. 

Un1venity of Saigon, 1Iimeographed. 

i :: 
i' 
I 
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tABLE IV 
FOLLOW-UP ON KIGal: INDIVIDUAL STUDEN'lS WHO PAlLED 
POUR. OR MORE SUBJECTS 
SUBJECTS SUBJECTS 
FAILED IN PAILED IN 
STUDIN'lS 1966-1967 1967-1968 GRADE 
1 6 0 With a c- average 
2 5 2 
3 4 0 With a B- average 
3 4 0 With a C+ average 
S 4 1 
6 4 1 
7 4 0 With a C- averase 
8 4 1 
Sources 	 A rollow-up Report on the Probationary Student at the Thu 
Duc Demonstration School. Faculty of Pedagosy. Univer8ity 
of Saison, 'IIi1Ieoaraphed 
However, 8ignificant progress haa been ...de and cartaiDly the develop-
MAt of guidance in Vietname.e high school dap_ds largely on how the 
pidance fua.ctions are carried out in pilot comprehu.aive high schools 
and how effective they are. 
So far the Thu Duc DeIloutrat:LOI1 School baa been tak1.ng 
advantage of the larae middle ClaS8 population who are really concerned 
with the 8ucceS8 of their children. No major prable_ suc.h .. poverty, 
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ignorance and prejudices on the part of the parents arise. 
A closer look into the results brousht about by three years of 
experience at this school would lead to the following points of 
new I 
1. It i. doubtful that the main objectives have been reached. 
In fact, with only one counselor who at the same time fulfilled the 
resp0D8ibility of principal and counselor and taught at the 'aculty 
I:I 
of Pedagogy, little. haa been done to laplement the program of 
guidance. Dr. Raines himself was wondering if the few accomplishment. 
in guidance at Thu Due school could be said to be successful. 2S The 
Group guidance course established for fourth form students was with­
out lesson plana and instructicmal materials, and was threatened to 
be cut down for lack of a teacher. Th6 Moral guidance course hs. 
been introduced into forms in the 'irst Cycle but covered the same 
content for J)ur years consecutively and aa a result nseems very 
repetitious and difficult to justify. ,,26 
It appears that there has been no sequential progression in 
application of the program and each guidance function haa been OD.l.y 
partially realised thus failing to maximize the benefits to the 
students. There was DO statistical figures that could demonstrate 
the success of SOlIe selVicu. 27 Such as orientation serv1cu, 
educational and. moral guidance, individual and .roup counseling and 
250hio Uulversity Contract USAID/Ed.ucation Semi-Annual Report, 
(January 1st to June 30. 1969) 120. 
26Ibid• 
27Bi1l Rainea, p. 1. 
I I 
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services, to parents. Tbe only figure given in the probationary 
system concerned with the aforesaid improvement was of 43 students. 
But this result might not be due to the application of the sroup 
counaeliDg but to the chanse of attitude of teachers who were in­
fluenced by pressure of the counselor, aa has happened in Amerlean 
schools where students eee counselors often as "buffers" between 
thea and the teachere. 2S 
2. It was too early to promote guidance programs in other 
Pilot Schools while at Thu Due School the guidance function has baen 
in ita "trial-end-errors" stage. More time and staff would be needed 
to accomplish all aepects of the program. 
3. No report of progress has been made in the field of testing 
about providing teachers and parents with information on students' 
intelligence, ability, achievement and emotional problems. This is 
t.,Drtant, because Vietnamese students have never been subjected to 
such procedures. Teachers judp.ent needs to be bued on data obta1ned 
by scientific measure..nt rather than on ex~nation scores or on 
vaaue information given by students who are not used to report personal 
problema. 
4. The reaction of teachers and the principal to the role of 
the counselor 111 school has not been taken into account. The principal 
who bears the responsibility of the school administration and who 
received no t.:ra:ln1ng in counael1ng would be likely to consider the 
28augh Lytton, "School Counaelor--An. OUtside View, It Personnal 
ADd Guidance Journal, xzxxvli (Septaber 68) 15. 
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counaelor as his administrative assistant handling infractions of 
school rules rather than as an advocate for students. Teachers might 
reaard the counselor simply as another kind of teacher created by the 
emera.nce of an "Americanized" 8Ociety.29 
5. The counselor's personality haa not been mentioned in the 
choice of candidates to follow a special in-service training course. 
"Cou:naelors are adjured to be honest and responsible and to strive for 
the highest professional standards.,,30 The Vietnamese high school 
principal seems to ignore the importance of this new function and is 
likely to chose the docile teachers who would not contradict him after 
training, or he may have the tendency to choose the ones whom be 
cona1ders as undesirable or incapable. This would affect areatly the 
functioning of the guidance program of the SChool. 
It was not the intention of the writer to criticize a newly 
imported role of auidance in Vietnamese h1sh school but to contribute 
different points of judgment to help build a solid guidance program in 
the future. 
In the circumstanc~s of a soceity in culture expansion, certainly 
guidance deserves a h1&h consideration in the educational system of 
V1etDUl, particularly at the basic level of comprebenaive high school. 
For the purpose of better utilization of maupower, most teachers, 
priuc1pals, students and parents should be in f&'YOr of the guidance 
290hio Report, p. 129. 
30Joseph Stubb1Ds, "The Polities of Counael1n&," PersoDDel and 
Guictance Journal, XlULX,111 (April 1970) 611. 
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program. Counseling on educational aud vocational problems in the 
future would help avoid waste of time and money in blindly speculative 
education. Vietnamese high schools should profit from the tremandoue 
amount of experimentation in American schools when trying to fill 
the gap in education between the two countries. However. difference 
in culture, social relationship and economics should be carefully 
considered before undertaking any leap forward. 
CHAPTER V 
RECOMMENDATION FOB. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSAL 
At the time the writer is jotting down these lines, Vietnam is 
knowing the most tragical hours of its history. Caught in an endle•• 
war continuing for many decades the manpower potential has been at 
its lowest level. Day after day, brilliant students as well as 
ignorant farmers have been falling on the battle field. Almost 
every family was hit by death or Bufferings. The whole soc1a1 life 
has been completely disorganized from its traditional structure. 
Moral values, challenged by pressing material needs have been 10ssen­
1ng and degenerating. Prestige of teachers and parents, or more 
precisely of the old generat10n has been minimized if not destroyed. 
It would require a tremendous effort from the government to try to 
build a long-range program in such a state of disturbances and in­
stabilities. And as long as the South Vietnam survives a foreign 
invasion, aocia1 11fe is to be promoted toward a better future. 
It is with the purpose of contribution a tiny part toward 
promoting the achievement of the young students in high school that 
this short essay has been WTitten. The proposed guidance program 
in Chapter IV would;,provide as exper:laental guidelines for those who 
bear the responsibility to implant this ne~ field of activities in 
Vietnamese high schools. 
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In order to bring the proposed guidance program into reality, 
recommendations are made as follows: 
Rec01lllRendation I 
The school should receive additional funds for starting guidance 
program to provide for such expenses as personnel payuaent, office 
facilities, public relations and information on pupils. 
Implementation, 
With the increased budget for education which should double in 
four years, the government should support the guidance program in the 
anticipation of increased manpower to be invested in economic develop­
mant. Five percent of the school budget would be necessary to pay at 
least one cOUDaelor for each high school (with an average of 1,000 
students), to arrange his office, to buy testing materials and other 
facilities. The guidance service also needs to print informative 
documents for teachers and parents and for pupils' records. 
Recommendation II: Training of Counselors 
As qualified trained counselors are not available at the present 
time, a special one-year training program in the field of guidance 
should provide in the immediate future. The Faculties of Pedagogy of 
the Universities of Saigon, Hue and Cantho should provide teaching 
staff and facilities for such a program. 
Implementation 
Teachers in high schools could be candidates to the training 
program. They must be chosen from among teachers who have the con­
fidence of the rest of the staff members. They should have: 
PDRnAND STATE UtUVERSlTY llBRAll 
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a. An outatandiAs degree of personal adjustmeut. 
b. The desire to secure adequate auidance trainina. 
c. The ability to be effective in face-to-face 
relationahipa with pupils. 
d. An interest in psychology, sociology. philosophy. and 
in research. 
e. The ability to get along with others. 
f. B.ea8onable free40m from biea.. and prejudices. 
a. A background of succeaaful teaching. l 
After trainina, teachers should aasume full-time the function 
of counselors in the school. Be should be able to take the :l.nit:l.ative 
for the guidance program in the school which should emphasize 
educational and vocational as well as personal guidance. 
The temporary use of teachers as part-time counselors i8 not 
reco....nded because of the heavy load of counseleea. With an averaae 
of .500 students or more, a rap1ar cOUD8alor could DOt keep up his 
work, if he haa to teach part-t1Jae. Viewing the beneficial outCOIleS 
offered by guidance aervices in a achoo1, it ia worthwhile to have 
one or more teachers off. The ahortage of .econdary teachers would be 
remedied by increeaing teachina hours trOll 16, 18 to 24 or 30 houra 
per week with increeaed aalary. The reason for choosing in-aervice 
teachers as candidatea for one-year aounaeling training in the 
1Baediate future 18 that they ha.. more experience in dealing with 
studentl than do candidate student-teachers. 
lC1ifford E. Erickson and Glenn E. Smith., Organization and 
Admiuistration of Guidance Se1"V'ices, (New York and Londonl HacGraw­
Bill Book Company Inc., 1947) 210. 
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ror the training of one year, Dr. Raines' proposal of guidance 
program (mentioned in ChapteriV) would be practical. According to 
charles W. Ryan. I would suggest candidate counselors have more 
profes.ional study and preparation than he suggested in: 
a. 	 Developmental and educational psychology; 
b. 	 Counseling theory and procedure; 
c. 	 Group theory and procedure; 
d. 	 Educational and psychology appraiaalj 
e. 	 The legal and professional ethics of counseling in 

education; and 

i! 
f. Supervised experience in praeticum and internship. 2 

This entire program should be based on the following principles: 

I 
I' 
a. 	 The program should be planD.ed in cODSultation with the 
members who are to participate in it. 
b. 	 The program should attempt tD reveal desirable practices 

and activities now being carried on in high schools. 

c. 	 The program should attapt to find out and build on the 

interest of teachers. 

d. 	 the program should permit theory and practice to be" 

carried on at the same time. 

At the present time some courses such as Introductory Course, 
Counseling techniques and Procedures, and Organizational Relationship 
of the Guidance Program should be introduced in the Faculties of 
Pedagogy in order to help student-teachers get acquainted with the 
guidance program. 
2charles W. Ryan, "Preparation of Counselors in Ohio Catholic 
Schools", Counselor Education and Supervision, vii (1968) 119. 
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In the future, when guidance aerviee. have proved their 
utility in high .choo1s, qualified counselors should have four years 
or more of college training with counseling as the major field. 
the guidance progr8lll i8 quite new in Vietname8e high 8choo18. 
and Deeds an effective admini8trative guidance personnel. In fact. 
without a4miD1strative encouragement and 1eader8hip, it i8 difficult 
to envision the succe8S of any guidance activities according to 
Strang and Morris. the administrators have been considered the moat 
important person in the development of a guidance program .. the 
adm1n1strator of the achoo1 ia, by virtue of his position. responsible 
for the guidance program in that school. 3 
Rec01llll8ndation III: the School Nune 
The importance of the school nune was noted by Mortensen and 
Schmul1er. The fact that in most schools, the nurse was the first 
to be hired after the regular school personnel was indicative of her 
value .. a member of the guidance personnel. Her functions included: 4 
1. 	 Providina infonaation regarding the phy8ical health of 
a pupil in order that teachers, parents, and adm1D1strators 
may better understand the child. 
2. 	 Making routine inspection of pupils who are reported ill. 
3. Maintain health recorda. 
Imp1a.Dtation 
The school nurse could be provided by the Prov1nc1a1 Health 
lauth Strang and G1yn'Morris, Guidance in the CaaaroOli (New 
York: Tbe HacM1llan Company, 1964) 16. 
~rt.nsen and Schaul1er. p. 149. 
i. 
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Service. She could be a faculty member of the school but would remain 
attached to the Health Service for administration. In some high 
schools J nurses have been available but they were not trained to cope 
their techniques with guidance program. 
Reco1lllle1ldation IV: The School Social Worker 
Aa defined by a.w. Smith, the school Bocial worker has, through 
training and experience, secured unique skills for helping cbildren 
who experienCB difficulty in using the resources of the scbool effect­
ively. Functions of the social worker are: 
1. 	 ea.e work iuvolving an individualized approach to 
understanding and assistiDg in modification of problems 
of adjustment throuah aD extenaive knowlad.ge of buman 
babavior and skUl in interviewing. 
2. 	 Skillful utilization of community resources in the 
process of working with children and parents. 
3. 	 Ccmaultation services to staff members concemiua 
child growth and development and problems of adjustment. 
4. 	 Continuoua collaboration with teachers, administrators, 
and other persODDel in gathering and sharing information 
about students designed to modify or solve student 
adj uatment •.5 
Sa. W. Smith, "Pupil Services, II School Social Work., Wasbington, 
D.C., U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, (1964) 19. 
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l!plamentation 
The Provincial Social Work Service could provide social workers 
to assist individual children who show enviromaeatal or social 
maladjustment. With the war, young delinquents are natural products 
of broken homes. They need to be handled and remolded. 
Recommendation V: The PSYChologist 
The psychologist should included in the guidance team. Accord­
ing to Mortensen and Schmuller the chil::;f.Cfunctiona of the school 
psychologist are generally followed: 
1. 	 Perform1ng those tasks related to diagnosis and 
remediation of learning problema which may have 
been manifest in lack of educational or peraonal­
social adjustment. He is skilled in the use of 
psychological testa. 
2. 	 Handling referrals to other cosmunity agencies. 
3. 	 Serving as a consultant for in-service training. 
4. 	 Working with parents to iaprove relationahips 

between parents and children. 

S. 	 Providing specialized ser.vices for handicapped 
children.6 
l!plaaentation 
At the first atep of guidance organization. where no available 
qualified psycholQiisU are offered. monks, priests and 1II1nisteZ's 
~rtensen and Scbmuller. p. 149. 
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could 8erva as pioneer psychologists. In each district or province 
in Vietnam, there are alway. parishes or buddhist congregatioUB which 
influence more or lass the beliefs, customs and behaviors of people. 
If they agree to cooperate with the school in the field of guidance, 
that would be the first community resource to as.ume the responsibility 
of p.ychologists. 
Recommendation VI: The Classroom Teacher's Role in Guidance 
Services 
The clusroom teacher should playa vital role in the program of 
guidance services because he 18 most directly in touch with individual 
student over an extend period of time. 
J'arwell and Paters contend that most authorities. most 
adud.nistratoTs. most guidance specialists, and most teachers would 
agree that the clusroom teacher occupied a frontline position in all 
aspects of educational endeavor. 7 
The classroom. teacher could be an acadetaic advisor by helping 
student select thos. school subjects and extra-class activities which 
I 
I 
'would help him to achieve his educational and vocational goals and I I ' 
I , 
which seemed to contTibute most to his social and emotional develop· 
ment. 8 
, 
Implementation: Differences between the guidance functiQUB of 

teachers and cOWlSelor should be made 

Downing stressed that the teacher was 'skilled in the techniques 

7Gail F. Farwell and. Herman J. Peters, uThe Guidance J'unction 
of the Clusroom. TeacheT,1I The Clearing Bouse, xxx (DecembeT 1955) 231­
8Merle M. Ohlsen, Guidance Services in Schools, (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1964), 417. 
i I 
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of iDatruction and the counselor was adept in the use of the tools, 
materials, and techniques of the guidance worker. 9 
In 1966, Arbruck1e pointed out that "the teacher and counselor 
are 	two different prof.ssional workers, each unique in hi. own right, 
and 	while the good teacher is a I guidance worker', he is not a 
counaelor. tl10 It 18 interaatina to note here the responsibility of the 
teacher .. a "guidance worker" who would be aware of hi. limitations 
and perform such functions within those limitations: 
1. 	 Providina a wholesome cl...rooa atmo.phere; 
2. 	 ltDowing and creating each pupil as a person, insofar 
as thi8 is pO.8ible in lars. cla.... and highly 
d,partmentalized schedules; 
3. 	 Helpil1l each pupil to better understand himself; 
4. 	 Watchina for early SymptOll8 of 1I&l.adjuatment, either 
physical, mental, or emotional; 
s. 	 Utilizing clu.room situations to give individual 
pupil. experience in livinl and workinl with others; 
6. 	 Enlistinl .ervices, if need be. of the nur.e, counselor, 
vice principal, or visiting teacher so that pupils can 
be helped before the situation becomes serioue. ll 
9Leater N. Downing, Guidance and Counae1ina Service., (blew York: 
McGraw-till Book Company t 1968) t 417. 
10nuaald S. Arbruckl., Pupil Penom:ual 8ervicu in the Modem 
School, (Bo.tonl Allyn and Bacon Inc., 1966), 134. 
llBJ.chard Harbour t "The School t. Role in Guidance," Guidance 
Department Baodbook for Admini.trator., Counselors, and Teachers (San 
Dieso Public Schools, 1962) 29-32. 
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Fullmer and Bernard pointed out that the major job difference 
b.tveen counaelor and teach.r vas in the daily perfonumce in the 
school. They explained that teacher-pupil contacts vere usually 
reinforced aa superior-subordinate relationships. Quite the contrary 
was true in the cOUDSeliug 8ituations; e.g_, the counsel.e c_ to 
the cOUlUlelor 111 an adaitted subordinate or weaker role. The 
coUD8elor vaa vi_d as an authority, at least with respect to the 
concerna which the counselee broulht to the conference. Thi8 
naceasitat.d the counaelor not to exploit or reinforce the authority 
role. Thill accordio.a to Fullmer and Bernard, was the •••ential 
variable that diatinaui.hed counselor behavior from the t.acher. 12 
B.ec~at1on VII: The CounaelorI. Bole 
The important role of the counselor should be adjusted to the 
Vietuu.se social structure. 
Dillcua8ion _d X!El_atation 
Since theaatabli.1uIant of the Vocational Bureau by Frank Parson 
in 1908, the term p.1dance and couna.ling have been ai8conceived and 
the role of coun••lor misunderstood to .ome extent. "Counseling is 
one of those words that everybody understands but no two people ..... 
to und.rsta:a.d 111 precisely the 8_ way_ ,,13 The fact is that the term 
"COUD8.l1na1l derives from "guidance" and through evolution, IlguiciaDce" 
v.. changed fro-. its orig1Dal me8ahAI_ Iu its early days, llauidanc.n 
12Daniel W. Fullmer and Harold W. Bernard, Counaelins: Content 
and Proc... (Chicago: Science 1les.arch Associat.s, 1964), 89. 
llx.eoua E. Tyl.r, The Work of the Couna.lor, (New York: AppletOll­
Century-Crofts, IDe., 1961), 1. 
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was inaeparab1e frOll another word-vocational- aud. when oue talked 
"guidance", be aeant vocational guidance. 
Today auidance involves three are.. of cOUJl8eling: educational, 
vocational and per.onal &8 an 1uaeparab1e trio. In reality, experi­
ence. have shown that ODe or two of the.e role. prevail over the 
otber•• 
In the United. Statu, DIOst of the cOUll8elore iD .enior hiab 
schools spend the large.t of tb.ir t1ae--between 15 and 95 percent-­
on educational programming and college advising. and mucb le.. time 
for couaaeltaa in tbe per.onal fie1d. 14 (oue bour per .....t.r. 
reported Lytton). The reu0118 given for thill emphasi. are that much 
cOU118elor time 18 co118umed in clerical and adDdni.trative dutie., 
ad Itudenu' di.trust of counael1na for penODal. probleM. The only 
counseliDg .ervice appreciated by .tudeDU i8 the halp in the .e1ection 
of cour.e.. Students.aw couuelon as 110ft concerned with daily 
educaUonal plaua'Sng rather than with private penonal probl_. They 
expected. them to 111terveue wen they have a low grade or "trouble with 
the teacher" ad ask for a change of acheclule with anotber teacher. 
Frequently "couuelon yielded to this pre••ure and contol'Bl8d to 
expectati0118. ,,15 
PenoDal experiences of the writer while doins bel.' internship 
at 801Il8 public junior and senior bigb scbools in Portland. Oregon, 
confined tbe role of counaelore viewed by Lytton. 
141iugb Lytton, p. 13-14 

15Ibid., p. 1.5. 
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In VietDall. the approach to persona! problellS 1,a quite 
diff.rent. By tradition and cultur., relations between boys and 
airls have long been reaarded as bad manners before wedd1na. Thoup 
Western iDfluence has been altering rigid cuat01ll8 for decad.s, many 
of famili.s still restricted their daughters' relations with boy•• 
Good families suneyed their clauahter' s reacl1o.g literature :l.nclucl1ng 
private mail. Questiona about sex un4erstand1ns in its mildest ibra 
have neyer been discussed openly in family or school. 
Dur:l.ns recent yeare, the war baa affected traditional habits and 
cuato'll8. The h1ah co.t of liviUl. broken home. and war cuualitie. 
have incr....d youth d.linquency. In the sinsle y.ar 196416, there 
were in the whole country 3,125 cas.. of yoUlll del1nquenta judged 
for theft (65%), pro.titution (9%), fipt (71), I'\mDiUg home (~, 
and other. (14%). 
The real nUllber of young del:l.nqullllt. who were arrested. as 
violators but llOt judged could be ten t1mu higher.' 
Delinquency should be a concern for caUDaelore 1n Vietnameae 
high .choola in order to re-establi.h the mental equilibrium in youth 
who are lo.ina the benefits of .dueation because of .octal in­
stability. It 1a the IIIOst deUcate task for couneelor. to convinc. 
the youth of the beneficW and produetive effect of. a good education 
while a aoc1al situation exist. in which IIOral values and 1nd1v1dual 
talents often faU to establish a fair well-be:l.na for everyone. In a 
16vu-Quang-Duna, Thu Due CorrectioD&l Center for Juvenile 
Del1nquent., Kaater Degree Theats in MmiD1.trat1OD.. Univ.r.ity of 
Sa1aon, (1969). unpublished. 47. 
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aociety where fortunate adventurers could become powerful generals 
and high-raalt offic1ala. where black market bueiness prevailed over 
govexamental administration. where prostitutiona developed and prospered 
1epl.l.y t where dance balls and sDak-bars for foreign soldiers over­
wbe1minaly outnumber schools and hospitals, where traditional beliefs 
and cuatoas were ridiculed. it would be a difficult but necessary tuk 
for the counaelor to try to endow studants with educational and ethical 
tools for an improveaent of their social adjustaant. 
Thus the role of the counaelor in Vietnamese hiah school should 
be IIOdifi.d and adapted to the preaent social status. Not only should 
the counaelor deal with educational and vocational guidance but also he 
should re..sert the traditional spirit which valued an .ducation. 
Enliahtened by the abo"e considerationa, a tentative role of 
counselor in high achool is to be SUlS88ted .. follows: 
1. Accord.i.Dg to Martha Ellison, coordinator of Currlculua 
Development: 
The term "couo.aelorff indicates that puson within 
the full-time staff of the school who is charged 
with help.1Da students in an organised. vay in select­
ing and interpreting their experiences. in the 
formation of healthy attitudes and in their arowth 
toward inn11ectual, aaotional IIOral and physical 
maturity.1 
So, the counae1or should ha"e a clear perception of his role. 
It is true that the guidance program. 18 quite new in VietlUlalese hip 
school, he will encounter many situaticma in which it appears that 
17Ibid• ., p. 51. 
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neither hla significance nor his contribution is recognized. Kaplan 
point.d out that the effectiveness, and prof.saional competence of the 
public counselor ia rec.iving growing attention, cOBtent, and in­
18vestigation from numerous and divera. sourcea.
A8 Baa J. AIlundaon and. Frieda T. Rosenblum have quoted a typical 
co_nts of first-year COUDs.lor in their atudy on "Tbe Cl..sroom 
Teach.r P.rceives the Couns.lor." .. follows: 
Batablish1ng and developing a guidance program 
aDd gaining acceptance are very difficult... ~ 
sreatest problem ia utablfth1u, rapport1d.th the 
teacher and the principal. 
!Yen in American. wh.ra guidance prosr.. haa been introduced in 
schools lona t:l.ae 810. often the teacher still loob down on the 
counaelor .. so_body who lot a job siaply by taking a cours. or two 
and havina ,the ability to "gat along with Id.ds. ff In this c.... Fulbler 
and Bernard aussested that "ona of the ways in which the counselor can 
improve hia effectivenesa 18 to racopize and acc.pt the teacher'a 
oceaaional vi_ of him .. an iDtarloped.u20 
2. The full-time cOUDsalor should ..s... the role of "director 
of guidanca". Be baa the adm1rl1strati.. and manasarial responsibilities 
in: 
l8B•A• Kaplan. nTbe New Counselor and His Prof..sional Probl...... 
PersoDD8l aDd Guidance Journal, xxxii (1964) 473. 
19_ J. AauDclaon and Frieda T. Rosenblum, tithe Claesroom Teacher 
P.rcaive. the Counaelor," The School Counselor, xv (1968) 215. 
2O,ullMr and Bernard t p. 111. 
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1. 	 Procurement of facilities for counseling. 
2. 	 Selection of counselors. 
3. 	 Deve10pment of favorable attitudes toward the guidance 
program on tlle part of principals, teachen, pupi18, 
parents, and citizens. 
4. 	 Clarifying the guidance functions to be exercised by 
the counselor. 
S. 	 Distribution of guidance duties, e.g•• building the 
guidance library, operating the testing program, etc. 
6. 	 The plan for collecting and diasem:f.nating occupational 
1ntomation. 
7. 	 PlaDJdng the pupil interivew program will full respect 
for the daily schedule of 1Datruction. 21 
As gu1dance director the role of the couaae1or is to advise the 
pr1uc1pal in establ1sh1na the guidauce program; he is the person who 
will be conaulted by homeroom and classroom teachers for ..s1atance in 
rendering suidance services. Be will a.sist them in. interpreting test 
results, evaluating the various it... of the cumulative records. and. 
help thea to lead their pupil. in the identification an4 attempted 
solutiona of their problema. 
3. To lullmer and Bera.a.rd'. point 1£ View, psychology ranka 
bJ.&h on the study 8chedule of coUlUle1ors. "Counseling procedures have 
.trong roota in psychological ........nt. psychoanalytic p.ycho1ogy, 
21 	 3Percival W. Hutaton, p. 63 • 
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and educational p.ychology with ita empbaai. on both the likeD•••e. 
and. alikene.... of individuals • .,22 The counselor .hould be a 
.peeialiet in child and. adolescent psycholol7, in effectina lumina 
and chanae, in human relationa, and social adjustment. Be will collect, 
oraaD1ze and. interpret information appropriate to an understand.ing of 
the pupil's abilitiaa, aptitudes, interest. and other per.onal eharac­
ter1etiee related to educatioaal-occupational plaan1na and normal 
personal-socia! adjustmentl. He .hould cooperate with the peycholoaiat 
to work ou.t solutions for abnormal behavior. 
4. The cOUD8elor .hould be i:D.volved in curriculum work .. an 
interpreter of the changing needs of youth in the c~ty. Be act• 
.. a couultant for chaD.ge in the curriculum. Be will provide ad1IiD.ill­
trato1'8 and teacher. with 1D.foraation about 1D.div1dual pupUs or 
.tudent sroup. ill pla.ins .chool proar8118 and curriculum to facilitate 
the full developMnt of .tudent potential. Be alao provide. pidance 
iIlformation which II8.Y be used. in evaluat1nS the .chool' 8 proal''' ill 
tera of it. ability to develop human potential. 
S. The co\Dl8elor should help in the orientation of parents to 
ensure greater unde1'8tandiraa of the educational prosr.., he should plan 
vi.it. to parenti to ..sist .... in better undarstandina of their 
children. lor that purpose, he coneults and coWl8ela with parents, 
individually and in aroups. 
6. The cOUlUlelol' should be deeply involved in 1I01'a! auida:Ace 
beside. educational and vocationa1 pid.ance. He should use hi. pre.tise, 
22Pul.lmar and BemaI'd, p. 29. 
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per.oDality, and knowledge as a lIIOdel for pupils to judge the ethic. 
of their own behaviors and to endorse ethical responaibUity. He should 
provide individual conferences helping students solve their personal­
emotional problema. Be particularly pays attention to student. who•• 
families have been broken or directly affected by the war. In thi. 
role he .hould cooperate with the social worker &ad. teachers to di.cover 
the emotional di.turbance. which a1gbt be the cause. of delinquency 
and dropouts. 
7. 	 The cOUDSelor should provide &roup activities tot 
1. 	 Orient students to educational opportunities and 
procedures at various grade levels, 
2. 	 lnf01'lll them about occupational and 1I11litary service 
opportunities and requireaenta. 
3. 	 Assist that in the msking normal personal adjustJle11ts 
and social contact•• 
8. the couaselor should provide place~nt services for individual 
students to &8siet them in JIUIk.1.na appropriate transitions from (a) one 
school level to another, (b) one school to another, (c) school to 
eaployment. The COUllBelor should ...iat poor students in obta1nins 
f1Dartc1al aida to continue their educational program such as scholar­
ship and part-time jobs. 
9. In the first phase of guidance development, the counaelor 
will face the difficulty of explain1n& to pupil. how cOUDSel1n& lI&y 
help them. VietDallSse students, particularly airls, heve not 'been used 
to apr... tlwir peraOD.al. feelings It t~11&. or "trOUbles" with
-
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teachers or parents. They are too shy to make coufid8DCee and ash&ll8d 
to disclos. their emotional weaknesses. OIl the other side, they begin 
to S.DSe the independence of adolucenee and ...y hesitate to talk to 
coUDaelora. So, the counselor should create a climate coDAiucive to 
counaelina. To be perceived. .. a help1ng penon in an educational, 
vocational and personal way, he must use every opportunity to enter 
the pupil' 8 world. He should app.ar in the ball- as in the play&rouud 
and be viewed as a friendly "advocate" to students and collplemea.tary 
figure to iDatruction. To show to students how he can be helpful, the 
cOUDa.lor should use: 
1. 	 Sliclea, Jdaeoaraphed booklets and clueroom talk to 
explain the eOUD.selina proce••• 
2. 	 A .eries of poeten showiD& the pupilll how to aake 
an appoint'MDt and indicating po••ible positive result•• 
3. 	 Clu. visits to pre.ent the _teriale with time allowed 
for di.cussion. 
4. 	 To win the trust of COUlUlel.... the coaaael.or should 
as.ure studente that he will not disclose thair per.onal 
proble. to 'Whoever, eftD, to their parents. This is an 
aportant aspect of hia confidential role toward cOUDa.l.... 
Recommendation VIII 
The organisation d. guidance .ervic.. ill hiah.•chool .hould be 
Iradual 	accord.1na to per.oanel and phy.ical facilities availability. 
!!Rlementation 
rirst Stye: 
1. Dis.-.1nation of guidance materials 81101'11 principals and 
I 
I I 
i I 
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and teachers. 

2. 	 Special training of couoselors (one year) chosen from &mOng 
teachers who fulfill requirements and are volunteer to follow 
the training program. 
: i 
3. 	 The trained counselor works full-time at any average 
population school (SO(}':~;OOO). For heavy load school two or 
more cOUll8elors are required. He UBUI1lIIS the main guidance 
activities. 
4. Creation of homeroo. where students feel free to discuss 
their own problems with the teacher in order to satisfy 
their needs. It should be a place where there 18 no academic i I 
pressure. and where the motivation is more realistic. A 
period of t1me--at least a half bour--is to be allowed 
twice a week to homeroom for d1scu-s1on. Problema of school 
adjustments are to be eneotapused in the boaeroOll program. 
Selection of the teachers assigned to homeroom should be 
based on fitness. 
S. Classroom teachers should b. trained in guidance duirng 
sU1IIII8r workshop to be aware of and to participate in guidance 
activities. 
6. A nurse is necessary to provide information about student's 
health. 
7. Chart VI shows the orlani.ation of guidance services dw:ing 
the first stag. in an avera.e h1ah school of 500-1,000 
stud.uu. 
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CHART VI 
ORGANIZATION OF GUIDANCE SERVICES IN HIGH SCHOOL 
FIRST STAGE 
[ Nurse 
ICounseling 
IInformation 
IOrientation ] 
Homeroom 
Program 
Teachers 
Lang & Lit 
Teachers 
Math & Sci 
Teachers 
Civics & Ph 
Principal 
I 
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Second Staae: 
1. 	 The counselor 18 assigned the function of director of 
guidance. 
2. 	 Organization of Appraisal service (Se. Chart VII) 
3. 	 Teating materials should be proviied to school. Differential 
Aptitude Tests (DAT) , School and College Ability Test (SCAT). 
Tests of Academic Progress (TAP) or a s1milar test adapted 
for Vietnamese use could be designed by the Testing and 
Guidance Center. This center haa developed a model 
Pupil Inventory Racord for all public secondary schools. 
4. 	 A competent well-trained social worker is to be added to 
the School Guidance Persoanel. 

Third Stye: 

1. 	 Organisation of the placement and Follow-up services. 
2. 	 Service of PayChologiat is to be inaured ., district 
level (see Chart VIII). 
3. 	 ReiDforcement of the Counseling service by qualified 
counselors to reduce the ratio of load from lz SOO-l,OOO 
counsel... to 1: 200-300 cOUDselees. 
B.eco_ndation IX 
The attitude of tuchers in high school should be changed to fit 
the new guidance program. "The teacher-pupil relationah1p should be 
characterized by warmth. acceptance and friendliness." 23 The tradi­
tional IIdl8tance" between teachers and students should be transform 
23oowntaa. p. 47. 
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CHART VII 

ORGANIZATION OF GUIDANCE SERVICES IN HIGH SCHOOL 

SECOND STAGE 

[ Principal 
1 
Clerical & 
Acct. Service 
Director of 
Cyidance :r 
-I Nurse Counseling Health Servo 
( Social workejOrientation 
Appraisal & 

Information Teachers
I 
i I , :~ 
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CHART VIII 

ORGANIZATION OF GUIDANCE SERVICES IN HIGHER SCHOOL 

THIRD STAGE 

L IVice­
PSJ"chologis t l Principal I 
I 
Guidance Dir. 
rl I I 
Social 
TeachersNur s e Worke r 
l 
IFOllOW-UPI 
Principal 
........""-lIt.........,.......,o=:..=r;..;s:.-......I 
C01!DseJ iug I Lpraisal ~rientation 
 [Placement 
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in a warm interaction conducive to better understanding of students 
and to assisting them for future social aaptivene.s. 
p!Pleaentation 
Democratic way to approach teachiD&; permissive attitude of 
teachers toward arguments and discussions; all teachers should attend 
an in-service train1ng in guidance. 
CONCLUSION 
A guidance proar_ at the high school level bas been fon.ulated. 
by the writer to help Vietname.e students learn more about th~.lves 
as inclividuala and improve learning for a better achievement. lor 
MIlY decadea. the Vietnamese student. have been learning by rote all 
the literary knowledge 8004 for admin1atrative employment and with 
teachers who never paid attention to personal problems or individual 
ability. This had led to a great shortase of specialist. nec.ssary 
for economic development and to a mas. of p..sive citizeue who lacked 
initiative &Dd creative thinking ability for solving personal prob1e... 
No ..s1atance baa be. available to students who need.ed help to con­
tinue their education. nor w.. there any orientation to vocational 
planu1ng. A 1Rl8te of unpower throuah an ob.ok. systea of eclucation 
baa been aD obstacle to progre••• 
Concurrently with the new trend of educational reform raquuted 
by national demand, the writer haa tried to work out a proper way to 
..sist ahe praiseworthy and studious Vietnamaae boys and sirl. who are 
attencliug hip school.. Thtly need to be provided with a .ituation in 
which they are free to explore their attitude. and their ide.. within 
the privacy and .ecurity of a confidential interaction with the 
counae1or. The student may come out of thi. interaction with the 
awaren... of a .elf-evaluation and knowing that only he can choo.e a 
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caUDe of action and that only he can accept the re.ponsibility of 
bis choice. The new step is to be encouraged. And the COWlSelor is 
there to aid him advance toward areater steps of aelf-acceptance and 
self-understanding_ AI he realizes that hia need. might be .atisfied, 
hia emotional disturbance. relea.ed the little .tudent •••• bimself 
&8 having a significant value in .oci.ty and decide to walk with lIOre 
confidence and ardor. 
The writer baa proposed a guidance program for traditional schools. 
In the tentative pl8D.8, differ.nce. in culture and social structure, 
as vell &8 local conditions, have been di.cus.ed. Different gu1d8D.c• 
••rvices to realize the main objectives have been proposed. Emphasis 
baa b.en made on the role of the counselor, principal ector on stage. 
Pioneer in a new educational system. the Vietna-ae counselor needs to 
know his ability, hi. fitn... to youth problems. and the limits of b1s 
responsibilities. Por this purpose, his role va vell defined and 
his place well marked in the school structure. there would also be the 
implementation of the entire student personnel staff including the 
school nur.e, the social worker 8D.d a psychologist at district level. 
Because of the .hortage of guidance persounel at the preaent 
time. in Vietnam. the guidance program is to be realized in three steps 
with gradual implementation of different .ervices. However, the 
success of such a program would depend largely on the .upport of the 
government aDd the parent., on the changing attitu4e of teachers for a 
better relationahip between them and the students, and on the evolution 
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of school programa which emphuize broader and more practical goa18 
for the atuclent. lilt would not be too much to a.y that on the aucc..a 
oX' failure of our guidance program, hangs t 1D all pZ'Obability t the 
auccees or failure of our syatem of public education. Itl 
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